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1.1 Gide Loyrette Nouel
worldwide

1.2 Gide Loyrette Nouel
in Poland

Gide Loyrette Nouel has grown to be the largest law

GLN opened in Poland in October 1990. Today it is

firm in France, and one of the leading, independent

headed by partners Dariusz Tokarczuk and Robert

law firms in Europe. With 104 partners and over

1ǇKYaLQJa`R^OVHYLZ\WWVY[LKI`TVYL[OHU7VSPZO

700 professional staff, drawn from over 50 different

and French lawyers. GLN ranks as one of the largest

nationalities, we employ some of the most highly-

and longest standing foreign law firms in Poland.

regarded experts on every aspect of finance and

GLN Warsaw employs partners and associates who

business law. We currently operate from 19 offices in 15

have extensive experience in all areas of business law,

different countries.

including corporate law (mergers and acquisitions,

For over 80 years, GLN has been providing a

incorporation and registration of companies),

comprehensive legal service to companies, institutions

privatisation and real estate law (acquisition of real

and government agencies. We demand the highest

property assets, construction and town planning),

standards from all our lawyers and therefore we are

banking and finance law (project finance, guarantees

well-placed to advise clients on any business issues, no

and security interests, leasing), tax law (tax planning,

matter how complex or diverse.

day-to-day tax work, tax disputes), labour law (trade

Our teams in every office consist of local and foreign

union negotiations, restructuring, group dismissals,

lawyers with a profound knowledge of law, as well

status of seconded personnel). They also deal

as the necessary language skills to understand the

with issues relating to energy and infrastructure,

needs of our clients and to provide them with legal

environmental protection, competition and intellectual

assistance tailored to their individual requirements and

property. Last but not least, GLN Warsaw has been

preferences.

very successful in representing clients in mediation,
arbitration and litigation proceedings.
Our lawyers at the Warsaw office of GLN hold university
degrees and professional qualifications in law (such
as “radca prawny” or “adwokat”) and most have
additionally studied or worked abroad, mainly in France,
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Great Britain and the United States of America. This
combination of academic and professional experience
arms our lawyers with extensive legal knowledge and
with a highly developed sense of business awareness
and acumen. It is upon these skills and assets that
we build our understanding of our clients’ commercial
objectives and of the business environment from which
they originate and within which they operate.
The Warsaw Office provides a wide range of legal
services, including in particular:
Q Mergers

& Acquisitions

Q Corporate
Q Banking

Law

& Finance

Q Private

Equity

Q Capital

Markets and Securities

Q Tax
Q Restructuring
Q Energy
Q Public

Law and Infrastructure Projects

Procurement

Q Environmental
Q Real

Protection Law

Estate

Q Competition
Q EU

and Insolvency Law

and Distribution Law

Law

Q Public

Aid

Q Litigation

and Arbitration

Q Intellectual
Q Labour

Property and New Technologies

Law

Gide Loyrette Nouel - Law Firm of the
Year 2009 (up to 50 lawyers) according
to Dziennik Gazeta Prawna
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Foreign investors can conduct business in Poland through

All these types of companies and partnerships can be

a subsidiary – company or partnership (see section 2.1),

formed by the following categories of investors:

or through other types of business entity such as a

Q foreign

investors from EU, EFTA or EEA member states

IYHUJOVYHYLWYLZLU[H[P]LVMÄJLZLLZLJ[PVU

Q foreign

investors from other countries who enjoy

freedom of economic activity under agreements
concluded with EU and EU Member States
Q foreign

2.1 Companies
and partnerships

investors from other countries than those

mentioned above:
O holding

the following permits in Poland:

P settlement
P residence

The Commercial Companies Code dated 15 September

permit

permit for a long-term European

Community resident

2000 (“Commercial Companies Code”) provides

P residence

permit for a definite period

for two types of company: limited liability company

P residence

permit for a tolerated stay

(“LLC”; Polish abbreviation -“sp. z o.o.”) and joint-stock

P refugee

company (“JSC”; Polish abbreviation – “S.A.”), and for

P consent

four types of partnership (i.e. registered partnership,

P permit

professional partnership, limited partnership and limited

O holding

Type
of company
or partnership
Joint-Stock Company
Limited Liability Company
Registered Partnership
Professional Partnership
Limited Partnership
Limited Joint-Stock Partnership

Number of registered
entities (as at
30 June 2009)
9,133
244,064

for a tolerated stay

to reside for a defined period and have

been married to a Polish citizen residing in Poland
O enjoying

joint stock partnership).

residence permit

O family

temporary protection in Poland

a valid “Karta Polaka” (“Polish Charter”)

members of foreign investors from the EU,

EFTA or EEA member states, as set out by relevant
legislation.
Other categories of foreign investors can incorporate
businesses in the form of (a) a joint-stock company, (b) a

31,899

limited liability company, (c) a limited partnership, or (d)

1382

a limited joint-stock partnership, and can participate in

5,689
838

such companies and subscribe or acquire shares in them,
unless provided otherwise in international agreements.

Setting up a business
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The following sections outline the main steps and

by an individual or a legal entity. The only exception is

procedures associated with incorporating and operating

a sole-shareholder LLC, which cannot incorporate an

the various types of company and partnership.

LCC or JSC as the sole shareholder.
Once a company has executed its articles of

2.1.1 Limited Liability and JointStock Companies

association or statute, this company can:
Q start

operating under its registered name – with the

additional designation “company in organisation” –
ZW}éRH^VYNHUPaHJQP

In practice, LLCs are the most common form of

Q acquire

real estate and other property rights

business organisation for foreign and domestic

Q assume

obligations and have rights

investors engaging in business in Poland. The minimum

Q sue

share capital required to establish an LLC is PLN 5,000.

Please note, however, that a company only acquires

1:*ZHYLTVZ[VM[LU\ZLKMVYZWLJPÄJ[`WLZVMI\ZPULZZ

the status of a legal entity upon entry in the companies

HJ[P]P[`HUKMVYZWLJPÄJW\YWVZLZMVYJLY[HPU[`WLZVM

register at the National Court Register.

business activity, e.g. banking, insurance, this legal form

Shareholder contributions towards the share capital

is compulsory). The structure and operation of JSCs is

can be made in cash or in-kind. In-kind contributions to

more complex than that of LLCs. For instance, in the

a JSC should first be valued by a chartered accountant,

case of the former, the presence of a notary public is

though management boards may be released from this

YLX\PYLKH[HSSTLL[PUNZVMZOHYLOVSKLYZHUKZWLJPÄJK\L

obligation in certain cases.1

diligence procedures must be complied with. The minimum

Contributions to the share capital of an LLC have to be

share capital for a JSC is PLN 100,000. Please note that

made in full prior to its registration, whereas only 25%

shareholders in a company (whether LLC or JSC) cannot be

of the share capital of a JSC must be paid up before its

held liable for the obligations and liabilities of the company.

registration. Shares in a JSC taken up in exchange of

and be sued.

an in-kind contribution must be fully paid up within one
FORMATION AND REGISTRATION

year after the JSC’s registration.

A company is incorporated by executing its articles

;OLTHUHNLTLU[IVHYKPZVISPNLK[VÄSLHUHWWSPJH[PVU[V

of association (LLC) or statute (JSC) in the form of a

enter the company in the National Court Register within

notarial deed and when all its shares are subscribed

six months from executing the articles of association or

for (JSC). Both types of company can be incorporated

the statute, otherwise the company is dissolved.
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No

Stage

Timeframe

1

Executing the articles of association or statute
(in the form of a notarial deed)

2

Executing a bank account and lease agreement for the company’s
registered office

3

Paying contributions to the share capital
(in the case of an LLC, the entire share capital must be paid up
prior to the registration of the company)

4

Registration in the National Court Register, the Statistical Office
and the Tax Office2

The statutory period for the National Court
Register to register a company is seven days, but
in practice registration takes an average of three
weeks.
Within three days of registration in the companies
register, the National Court Register send L_
VMMPJPV registration applications to the statistical
and tax offices.

CORPORATE BODIES

Q the

The standard corporate bodies of an LLC or JSC are:

The meeting of shareholders and management

Q the

meeting of shareholders

board are mandatory in both types of company. A

Q the

supervisory board

supervisory board is only mandatory for JSCs (see

1

management board.

( ZHNLULYHSY\SLPURPUKJVU[YPI\[PVUZ[VH1:*OH]L[VILH\KP[LKILMVYL[OLPYJVU[YPI\[PVU[V^HYKZ[OLZOHYLJHWP[HS/V^L]LYVU6J[VILY
HUHTLUKTLU[VM[OL***JHTLPU[VMVYJLZL[[PUNV\[WHY[PJ\SHYZP[\H[PVUZ^OLYLHUPURPUKJVU[YPI\[PVU[V1:*KVLZUV[ULLK[VIL
H\KP[LK(JJVYKPUN[V(Y[PJSLVM[OL***UVH\KP[PZULJLZZHY`MVYUVUJHZOJVU[YPI\[PVUZVMH[YHUZMLYHISLZLJ\YP[PLZVYTVUL`THYRL[
PUZ[Y\TLU[ZPM[OL`^LYL]HS\LKH[[OL^LPNO[LKH]LYHNLWYPJLH[^OPJO[OL`OH]LILLU[YHKLKVU[OLYLN\SH[LKTHYRLKV]LYHZP_TVU[OWLYPVK
WYLJLKPUN[OLKH`VMTHRPUN[OLJVU[YPI\[PVUIUVU[YHUZMLYHISLZLJ\YP[PLZVYTVUL`THYRL[PUZ[Y\TLU[ZHZSVUNHZ[OL`^LYLZ\IQLJ[[VHMHPY
]HS\LVWPUPVUI`[OLJOHY[LYLKH\KP[VY^P[OPUZP_TVU[OZVMTHRPUN[OLJVU[YPI\[PVUJUVU[YHUZMLYHISLZLJ\YP[PLZVYTVUL`THYRL[PUZ[Y\TLU[ZHZ
SVUNHZ[OLPYMHPY]HS\LYLZ\S[ZMYVT[OLMPUHUJPHSZ[H[LTLU[MVY[OLWYL]PV\ZMPUHUJPHS`LHYL_HTPULKI`HJOHY[LYLKH\KP[VY

2

: PUJL4HYJO JVTWHUPLZHYLYLNPZ[LYLK^P[O[OLZ[H[PZ[PJHSHUK[H_VMMPJLZ[OYV\NO[OL5H[PVUHS*V\Y[9LNPZ[LY;OLYLMVYLP[PZULJLZZHY`[V
H[[HJOHKKP[PVUHSKVJ\TLU[Z[V[OLYLNPZ[YH[PVUHWWSPJH[PVUYLX\PYLKI`[OLSH^MVYYLNPZ[YH[PVU^P[O[OLZ[H[PZ[PJHSHUK[H_VMMPJLZ
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below), whereas LLCs can choose not to establish a

Management Board

supervisory board (with some exceptions described

A management board consists of one or more

below) or to establish an audit committee in addition or

members. As a rule, management board members

instead.

are appointed and dismissed by a resolution of the
meetings of shareholders (in LLCs) or by a resolution of

Meeting of shareholders

the supervisory board (in JSCs). However, this rule can

In any company, the meeting of shareholders is

be modified and alternative methods of appointing and

generally the ultimate decision-making body. There

dismissing members can be provided for in the articles

may be ordinary and extraordinary meetings of

of association or the statute.

shareholders. The management board convenes an

The management board is in charge of the day-to-day

ordinary meeting of shareholders, which should be

management and representation of the company. The

held within six months from the end of the company’s

powers of the management board are similar in both

financial year, in order to deal with the following

types of companies, except that in the case of LLCs,

matters:

any individual member may conduct matters within the

Q approving

the annual financial report of the company

Q approving

the management board report on the

company’s activities
Q acknowledging

the performance of duties by

members of the company’s corporate bodies.

ordinary course of business.
Supervisory Board and Audit Committee
A supervisory board is mandatory in a JSC, whereas in
an LLC it is only required if the share capital exceeds

The meeting of shareholders is in particular responsible

PLN 500,000 and there are more than 25 shareholders.

for the following matters:

If these criteria are not met then a supervisory board is

Q amending

optional.

Q adopting

the articles of association or statute

a resolution about making and repaying

additional payments (LLC)
Q deciding

on the merger, division or transformation of

As mentioned above, an audit committee may be created
in an LLC instead of or in addition to a supervisory board,
but in practice it is hardly ever the case.

the company
Q increasing
Q deciding

or reducing the share capital

on the dissolution of the company.

Liability
The shareholders of an LLC and a JSC are not personally
responsible for the obligations of the company.
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However, legal regulations providing for management

A merger involves completing a three-stage

board members’ civil, tax and criminal liability will also

process:

apply to any shareholders who are also management

Q a

board members.

preparatory phase, involving the preparation of a

merger plan and its announcement
Q a

subsequent phase, in which the corporate bodies of

both companies must accept the planned operation
INCREASE/REDUCTION IN SHARE CAPITAL –
MERGER/DEMERGER – TRANSFORMATION

Q a

registration phase, involving the registration and

announcement of the merger.
The Commercial Companies Code also provides for a

Increases in a company’s share capital normally require

demerger of a company.

either:

The demerger process involves three stages, just like a

Q a

merger.

resolution of shareholders modifying the company’s

articles of association or statute
Q a

The Polish law also allows cross-border mergers.

resolution of the management board, where

permitted by the JSC’s statute.

Many forms of company transformation are

However, where the articles of association of an LLC

possible, for instance:

specify an authorised level of share capital, within a set

Q a

deadline, then an increase of capital within that limit
and deadline will not require the articles of association
to be amended.

Q a

commercial company may be converted into a

partnership
Q a

Reductions in a company’s share capital normally

partnership may be converted into a commercial

company (either an LLC or a JSC)

commercial company of one type may be converted

into a different type.

require:
Q a

resolution of shareholders

WINDING UP AND LIQUIDATION OF A COMPANY

Q a

notification to the company’s creditors, who have

A commercial company can be wound up in

three months in which to raise any objections.

circumstances defined by its articles of association

Moreover, in the case of a JSC, certain statutory

or statute, for any reason approved by the meeting of

conditions must also be met.

shareholders, where the company’s registered office

Setting up a business
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is moved abroad, or where the company is declared

enforced against a partner, if enforcement proceedings

bankrupt.

against the partnership itself have proved insufficient.
Please note that partnerships are transparent

2.1.2 Partnerships

for the purpose of Polish income tax regulations.
Consequently, all profits earned by a partnership will be
allocated directly to its partners’ individual tax base and

The Commercial Companies Code provides for four

taxed at the rate applicable to the partner concerned.

types of partnership: (a) a registered partnership, (b) a
professional partnership, (c) a limited partnership and
(d) a limited joint-stock partnership.
Unlike companies, partnerships are not considered
separate legal entities, but do have a quasi-legal
personality, which means that they can enter into legal

2.2 Other business
entities

relationships with other entities. Thus, a partnership
can acquire rights in its own name (including the

Apart from the right to establish or hold shares in

ownership of real property), it can assume obligations,

commercial companies and partnerships, the Act on

sue and be sued.

Freedom of Economic Activity dated 2 July 2004 gives

Partnerships are liable to their creditors for obligations

all foreigners the right to conduct business in Poland

assumed by the partnership. In addition, it is important

through a branch or representative office.

to note that (unlike a company’s shareholders) the
partners in a partnership are, in general, personally
liable for the partnership’s debts. Accordingly, each of

2.2.1 Branch office

the partners bears joint and several liability, together
with the other partners and with the partnership itself,

A branch office does not have legal personality. It

for all obligations of the partnership.

is considered to be a constituent part of a foreign

In some cases, the extent of this personal liability

enterprise and may only conduct economic activity

may be limited (e.g. in the case of limited partners in

within the scope of the foreign company’s permitted

a Limited Partnership). Moreover, a claim may only be

scope of business. Moreover, the branch may not enter
into any legal relationships in its own name.
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All acts of a branch are deemed to be those of
the foreign company that established the branch.
Accordingly, the branch’s founder remains liable for any
obligations contracted by the branch on its behalf. The
branch is required to use the foreign enterprise’s official
name together with a description of its legal form
[YHUZSH[LKPU[V7VSPZOHZ^LSSHZ[OL^VYKZ¸VKKaPHé
w Polsce” (“branch in Poland”). It may commence
activity once it has been entered into the National
Court Register.

2.2.2 Representative office
A representative office also does not have legal
personality. The scope of activities permitted for a
representative office under Polish law is quite limited,
consisting only in advertising and promoting the foreign
enterprise that established the representative office.
In order to establish a representative office, a foreign
company has to take a decision on establishing its
representative office in Poland, and then register the
representative office in register of foreign representative
offices kept by the Minister of the Economy.

Banking and finance
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Any business activity in Poland can be financed from

3.1 Key legal acts

debt, either in the form of credit facilities extended by
banks, or in the form of bonds issued by the company,

The activities of banks are regulated by the Banking

which may also be guaranteed by banks. Even though

Law of 29 August 1997 (uniform text, Official Journal

the 2008/2009 crisis hit the credit market quite heavily,

2002, no. 72, item 665) and bond issues are regulated

the market is now recovering and the banks are more

by the Act on Bonds of 29 June 1995 (uniform text,

willing to provide financing to companies.

Official Journal 2001 no. 120 item 1300) and the

While obtaining financing from banks in Poland, the

Commercial Companies Code of 15 September 2000

borrower should be aware that, depending on the

(Official Journal 2000 no. 94 item 1037). Furthermore,

required type of finance, the bank will ask to secure

the establishment of various security interests is

the borrower’s obligations with security interests. The

regulated by the applicable legal acts such as:

higher the amount of credit, the more security interests

Q The

Act on Registered Pledges and the Register of

the banks will require.

Pledges of 6 December 1996 (uniform text, Official

The most commonly applied security interests include:

Journal 2009 no. 67 item 569– the “Pledge Act”

Q registered

pledges over: (a) shares, (b) assets and (c)

receivables, and in particular receivables from banks
accounts
Q mortgages
Q bank

guarantees

Q security

assignment of insurance policies and

Q security

assignment of receivables under commercial

contracts.

Q The

Act on Certain Forms of Financial Collateral of 2

April 2004 (Official Journal 2004 no. 91 item 871)
Q The

Act on Mortgages and Land and Mortgage

Registers of 6 July 1982 (uniform text, Official Journal
2001 no. 124 item 1361 – the “Mortgage Act”
Q The

Civil Code of 23 April 1964 (Official Journal 1964

no.16 item 93).
At the same time, the effects of establishing various

Please note that, in the case of bond issues

security interests should also be looked at from

subscribed for and guaranteed by banks, usually the

the perspective of bankruptcy and reorganisation

same security interests will be required.

proceedings, as well as the enforcement procedure.
This is where the position of a secured creditor is of
crucial importance.

Banking and finance
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3.1.1 Key issues

above, a mortgage has to be registered in the land
and mortgage register. Unlike a registered pledge, a

Establishing security interests requires the execution of

mortgage can only secure one claim of one creditor.

relevant agreements. In the case of registered pledges

This situation will change, when a major amendment

and mortgages, entry into the pledge register and land

to the Act on Mortgages comes into force on 20

and mortgage register respectively is necessary for

February 2011. The amendment abolishes the previous

these securities to be effective.

division of mortgages into ordinary mortgages and

In the case of the registered pledge, it is important

capped mortgages, replacing them with a single type

to remember that the registered pledge agreement

of mortgage, securing current and future (including

should specify the methods of enforcement, unless the

conditional) liabilities to a given maximum amount.

creditor intends to enforce this security only through

Currently, in order to secure liabilities and interest,

court enforcement proceedings. The other methods

both ordinary and capped mortgages are necessary,

available under the Pledge Act include:

which increases the cost of obtaining credit. Another

Q seizure

significant change introduced by the amendment

Q sale

of the pledged assets (rights) by the pledgee

of the pledged assets (rights) in a public auction

is that it will be possible for contractual mortgages

satisfaction of the secured claim from the proceeds of

to secure several liabilities coming from various

the enterprise containing the pledged assets.

legal relationships belonging to one creditor. In

A registered pledge may be established to secure

addition, if a mortgage is securing several liabilities

more than one claim, and it can also secure the

belonging to various entities, where the liabilities are

rights of various creditors, in which case a “pledge

financing one transaction, creditors may appoint a

administrator” should be appointed in the loan

mortgage administrator. The function of the mortgage

agreement.

administrator may be performed by one of the creditors

Mortgage, by comparison, can only be satisfied

or a third party. This mortgage is established on the

through court enforcement proceedings and is

basis of an agreement concluded by the mortgage

established following a declaration made by the

administrator, which will perform the rights and

debtor (being the owner of the real estate, or by a

responsibilities of the mortgagee, in its own name

third party securing the debtor’s obligations) in the

but on behalf of the creditor, whose receivables are

form of a notarial deed, or in simple written form if

secured. The new amendment also changes the

the mortgage is to secure banking claims. As stated

system concerning the priority of mortgages. Under

21

the current law, the priority of a mortgage is set when

enforcement, especially in the case of bankruptcy

establishing the mortgage on the property. Once a

proceedings, will be slightly different.

mortgage’s priority has been entered into the land and
mortgage register, its ranking can only be changed

Gide Loyrette Nouel

with the consent of the mortgagee. Changing the

Warsaw is a partner

rankings of mortgages changes the priority in which

company of the EVCA

they are repaid. The amendment changes this so that,

(European Venture Capital

upon the repayment and expiry of a mortgage, the

Association) and PSIK

owner of the property will have the right to take a new

(Polish Private Equity

mortgage or to change the priority of a lower ranked

Association)

mortgage to replace the expired one. This also means
that the consent of mortgagees is not required for new
or lower-ranked mortgages to be given a higher priority
in this situation.
A creditor secured with a pledge, registered pledge
or a mortgage obtains the position of a secured
creditor and benefits from a better position with
respect to the ranking of satisfaction of claims in the
case of enforcement proceedings. In addition, in the
bankruptcy proceedings a creditor, if it holds a first
ranking security, will have the right to secure its claims
up to the highest possible amount from the proceeds
of sale of the encumbered assets.
As for the security assignment of rights under
insurance policies or commercial contracts, they
constitute contractual obligations of the parties,
and also provide the creditor with a better position
than that of an unsecured creditor, although their

Taxation
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4.1 Corporate Income
Tax (CIT)
4.1.1 Scope of taxation

4.1.2 Assessment of tax
TAXABLE BASE
A company’s taxable base for the purpose of CIT is
usually its net income (or, exceptionally, its revenue –
gross income). Taxable net income is calculated as the

The Corporate Income Tax Act dated 15 February

difference between revenue and tax deductible costs.

1992 (“CIT Act”) governs the taxation of the following

A company’s taxable income is calculated using data

entities: legal entities, unincorporated organisational

from the taxpayer’s accounts (adjusted in accordance

units (excluding partnerships), and collections of these

with tax law). Taxpayers are obliged to keep their books

entities treated as capital groups for tax purposes.

in a manner that allows their taxable base, and the

Foreign partnerships are subject to corporate income

amount of tax arising thereon, to be assessed.

tax (“CIT”) in Poland if they are treated as legal entities
in their home state.

TAX DEDUCTIBLE COSTS

For the purpose of taxation, taxpayers are divided into

Tax deductible costs are expenses incurred for the

two categories:

purpose of earning revenue or preserving/securing the

Q Polish

source of the revenue. There is a list of certain types

residents

Q non-residents.

of expenditures and costs that are excluded from

A company is considered resident if its principal place

deduction by the CIT Act 3.

of business is in Poland. Residents are liable to pay tax

Please note that Polish law does not impose other limits

on its entire income, regardless where it arises.

on the deduction of costs that have been incurred.4 For

A company is considered non-resident if its principal

instance, there is no limit to the amount of costs that

place of business is outside Poland. In this case, the

can be deducted (with an exception for the purchase of

company is only subject to tax on income that it earns

passenger cars).

in Poland.
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RATES

Dividends paid to foreign shareholders are subject to a

The standard rate of corporate income tax is 19%.

19% withholding tax, unless the provisions of a relevant
tax treaty state otherwise, or unless the shareholder

RETURNS AND PAYMENTS

applies for “participation exemption’, as provided by the

An annual tax declaration must be submitted (on form

CIT Act.

CIT-8) and any tax due must be paid by the end of the

In order to benefit from exemption or a reduced rate of

third month in the subsequent tax year. Taxpayers

withholding tax, the foreign shareholder must provide

are also obliged to settle monthly advance payments

the Polish company with a certificate of tax residence.

5

(monthly returns are not required). It is sometimes
possible for a company to take advantage of a
simplified return procedure.

4.1.3 Dividends

4.1.4 Interest, royalties and
services
Interest and royalties paid abroad are subject to a 20%
withholding tax, unless the provisions of a relevant tax

Dividends and other revenue received by Polish

treaty state otherwise, or unless the beneficiary applies

resident shareholders, arising from the distribution of

for exemption, as provided by the CIT Act.

the profits of Polish companies, are subject to tax at

In order to benefit from exemption or a reduced rate

19%, unless the shareholder applies for exemption, as

of withholding tax, the foreign company must provide

provided by the CIT Act.

the Polish company with a certificate of tax residence.

Dividends received by Polish resident shareholders,

Under the CIT Act, the 20% withholding tax also applies

arising from the distribution of the profits of their

to fees paid for any of the following services: advisory,

foreign subsidiaries, are subject to tax at 19%. The

accounting, market research, legal assistance,

tax is charged unless the provisions of relevant double

advertising, management and control, data processing,

tax treaties exempt such profits from being taxed in

search and selection, guarantees and pledges, and

Poland, or the shareholder applies for “participation

some others (unless the relevant tax treaty provides

exemption” as provided by the CIT Act.

otherwise). Under most Polish tax treaties, such
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payments are treated as business income taxable in

Where certain conditions are met, accelerated tax

the taxpayer’s country of residence. Consequently,

depreciation may be claimed.

remuneration for these services should not normally be
subject to CIT in Poland.
Interest and royalties received by Polish resident

4.1.6 Thin capitalisation

taxpayers from abroad are subject to tax at 19%. If
there is no double tax treaty, the tax credit method

Where debt finance is three times greater than the

provided for in the CIT Act applies respectively.

value of the company’s initial capital (i.e. debt / share
capital ratio greater than 3:1), thin capitalisation rules

4.1.5 Depreciation

apply with the result that not all of the interest paid on
the related party’s debt is deductible.
Thin capitalisation rules apply to loans granted by a

According to the CIT Act, tangible and intangible

shareholder or shareholders holding at least 25% of

fixed assets, where acquired for more than a year, are

the share capital measured by voting power or a sister

subject to depreciation. An exception is land, which is

company held by the same parent company. Interest

not subject to depreciation.

due on such loans is not recognised as a tax deductible

Tax depreciation differs from book depreciation in that

cost in the portion in which the loan exceeds the debt /

tax depreciation rates are prescribed by law and cannot

share capital ratio referred to above.

be exceeded.

The regulations refer to both domestic and foreign loans.
Any amounts uncovered, or covered only by

Fixed assets

Rate (%)

shareholders’ debt claims on the company, are

Buildings

1.5 to 10

excluded when calculating the capital ratio.

Computers

30

For thin capitalisation purposes, a “loan” is deemed to

Vehicles
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be any kind of debt claim, including debt securities and

Know-how

20

There are two methods of tax depreciation:
Q the

straight-line method and

Q the

reducing balance method.

certain deposits.

Taxation
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4.1.7 Relief for losses

In such cases, the tax authorities may assess the
taxable transaction price using one of the following

The amount of any tax loss incurred in a given tax year

methods:

may be deducted from taxable income assessed in any

Q comparable

of the subsequent five tax years.

Q re-sale

Up to 50% of the original loss can be deducted in a

Q reasonable

margin (i.e. cost-plus) or

single tax year, which means that a loss will take at

Q transaction

profit.

least two years to relieve. Losses cannot be carried

If the total value of a transaction carried out between

back.

related parties exceeds the PLN equivalent of EUR

uncontrolled price

price

30,000 (where services are provided or where

4.1.8 Transfer pricing
requirements

intangible assets or legal rights are sold or made
available), the taxpayers involved should prepare
relevant transfer pricing documentation.
Such documentation must specify the obligations

The CIT Act provides that open market terms should be

of the parties to the transaction (taking into account

used to assess transactions (“Arm’s Length Principle”),

the assets and the risk involved), anticipated costs

particularly transactions between associated entities

connected with the transaction, and the form and

and between companies and their permanent

time of payment involved. The documentation must be

establishments in Poland.

presented to the tax authorities upon each request,

Under CIT regulations, where the terms of a transaction

within seven days. If this obligation is not met, the tax

between related parties differ substantially from

authorities are obliged to apply a 50% CIT penalty rate

the terms of a comparable transaction between

to the assessed amount of underestimated income.

independent entities, and where those related parties

Since 1 January 2006, Advance Pricing Agreements

do not report any income, or report income less than

(“APA”) have been available in Poland. APAs are written

that could be expected in a transaction between

agreements between business entities and the tax

independent entities, the tax authorities are entitled to

authorities that specify how transfer pricing issues

assess the income arising from the transaction without

will be resolved in advance of a return being made.

regard to the conditions under which it was carried out.

Provided the terms of the agreement are followed, an
APA provides assurance that the agreed treatment of
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transfer prices will be accepted for the period covered

Since January 2007, individuals are deemed residents

by the agreement, both by the authorities and by the

when they have their centre of personal interests in

business entities concerned.

Poland or when they stay in Poland for longer than

The main advantage of obtaining an APA is that it

183 days in a tax year. Residents are subject to PIT in

confirms the methodology that will be used to calculate

Poland in respect of their total (worldwide) income.

transfer prices and the way the tax authorities will apply

Individuals not permanently residing in Poland (non-

it to the transaction concerned. Once an APA has been

residents) are only subject to Polish taxation in respect

concluded for one transaction, the tax authorities are

of the income they derive in Poland.

obliged to apply the same approved methodology when
assessing subsequent transactions. APAs in Poland are
granted for up to three years, with an optional extension
for a further three years. They can regulate both future
transactions and transactions in progress.

4.2.2 Sources of income
and rates
TAXATION OF INCOME FROM EMPLOYMENT
Personal income under an employment contract is

4.2 Personal Income
Tax (PIT)
4.2.1 Scope of taxation
The Personal Income Tax Act dated 26 July 1991 (“PIT
Act”) applies to individuals.

subject to PIT at progressive rates of 18% and then 32%.
TAXATION OF SELF-EMPLOYMENT
Economic activity on the basis of self-employment may
either be taxed:
Q at

a flat rate of 19%, or

Q at

progressive rates of 18% and then 32%, jointly

with other personal income subject to these rates (in
accordance with general rules provided in the PIT Act).

For the purpose of the PIT Act, individuals are divided

Since January 2007, the PIT Act has provided for a

into two categories:

new definition of economic activity. From now on,

Q Polish

taxpayers will not be considered entrepreneurs within

residents

Q non-residents.

the meaning of the applicable tax regulations, if the
following three conditions are jointly met:

Taxation
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Q liability

towards third parties for the outcome or

performance of certain activities (excluding liability
for unlawful acts) rests with the commissioning party

4.2.3 Returns and payments
of tax

thereof
Q activities

in question are performed under the

INCOME FROM EMPLOYMENT

supervision of, in the place and at the time

Polish employers are required to withhold advances of

determined by the commissioning party

PIT from their employees’ income and to remit them

Q persons

performing such activities do not bear any

economic risk in connection therewith.

by the 20th day of the month following the month in
which the relevant income was paid. Taxpayers are

Taxpayers can elect which scheme to follow, but there

required to file an annual tax return by 30 April in each

are some restrictions on choosing the 19% flat rate

year for which they report either additional tax due or

where individuals provide services to an entity for which

overpayments of tax.

they previously worked under an employment contract.

From the tax settlement for 2010, under certain
conditions, employers will be obliged to file and submit

DIVIDENDS, INTEREST, ROYALTIES, CAPITAL

annual tax returns for their employees.

GAINS
Dividends and interest paid abroad are subject to

SELF-EMPLOYMENT

a 19% withholding tax (royalties at 20%), unless the

Self-employed individuals working in Poland are

relevant tax treaty states otherwise. Capital gains

personally liable for settling monthly (or under certain

related with the sale of shares are not combined with

conditions quarterly) advance tax payments (without

other types of income and are subject to 19% PIT rate.

having to submit monthly returns) by the 20th day of
the following month (quarter). The advance payment

TAXATION OF FOREIGN TAX RESIDENTS

for last month (quarter) is payable by 20 December,

The income of non-residents arising from certain

in the amount of the advance payment for November.

management or freelance contracts is taxed at a flat

An annual tax return must normally be filed (and any

rate of 20%.

tax due must be paid) by 30 April of the following
year, stating all sources of income and showing any
additional tax due.
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OTHER

Except as provided in the tax law, any costs arising

A separate annual return of income from capital gains

from self-employment business activity can be

(e.g. sale of shares) must be filed.

deducted in total, as long as they are incurred to
generate revenue.

4.2.4 Deductions
and exemptions
A deduction of around PLN 100 per month is available
in respect of the cost of earning income from
employment.
Individuals providing services under freelance contracts

4.3 Value Added Tax
(VAT)
4.3.1 Scope of VAT

(save for non-residents with limited tax liability or those
with management contracts) may deduct 20% of their

According to the Polish Tax on Goods and Services Act

revenue as a cost of earning income, irrespective

(“VAT Act”), VAT applies to the following transactions:

of whether that cost was actually incurred. Certain

Q supply

activities, e.g. exploiting a copyright, attract a 50%

of goods and services for consideration in

Poland

deduction.

Q export

of goods outside the EU

Taxpayers may benefit, under certain conditions,

Q import

of goods from outside the EU

from several forms of tax relief (including child relief,

Q intra-Community

Internet relief, disabled relief etc.). Social security
contributions are deductible from the taxable income.

acquisition of goods for

consideration in Poland
Q intra-Community

supply of goods.

A significant percentage of health care contributions
is also deductible from the due income tax. From the

The following transactions are outside the scope of VAT:

tax settlement for 2009, social and health security

Q disposal

contributions paid abroad can also be deducted.
Taxpayers may decide to instruct the tax office to
transfer 1% of their annual PIT for the benefit of
selected charitable institution.

of a business as a going concern, or

organised part of it
Q acts

that cannot be made on the basis of legally

binding agreement.

Taxation
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TAXPAYERS
According to the VAT Act, taxpayers are defined
as legal entities, organisational units or individuals

4.3.3 Place of supply rules
(services)

independently carrying on any commercial activity,

From 2010, new rules for identifying the place of supply

irrespective of the purpose or result of that activity.

for VAT purposes applies. In principle, the place of

The following entities are outside the scope of VAT:

supply of services is the place where the purchaser of

Q employees

the service has established its business, another fixed

Q persons

under contracts of employment

providing services under “ad-hoc”

place of business, or place of residence. However,

agreements, if that relationship is similar to

there are some special rules for identifying the place of

employment, given the working conditions,

supply including those that concern:

remuneration and the employer’s liability.

Q services

connected with immovable property – the

place of supply is the location of property

4.3.2 VAT registration

Q passenger

transportation services – the place of

supply is the place where the transport takes place,
having regard to distances covered

Entities should register for VAT before they first conduct

Q artistic,

sport, educational, science services rendered

any taxable activity. As a result of registration, an entity

for VAT payers, services supporting transport

acquires active VAT payer status.

services, services concerning movable property or

If the taxpayer plans to carry out intra-Community

evaluation of such property, catering and restaurant

transactions, it is additionally required to register as an

services – the place of supply is the place where the

EU VAT payer.
Some taxpayers are exempt from the requirement to

service is actually performed
Q services

provided for non-VAT payers – the place

account for VAT. This exemption applies to taxpayers

of residence / registered office of the supplier (with

whose annual taxable sales do not exceed PLN

plenty of exceptions, i.e. concerning intangible

150,000. VAT payers from outside the EU must appoint

services for non-VAT payers, which are taxed in the

a fiscal representative, who is jointly liable with the

place of residence / registered office of a purchaser

entity.

being a non-VAT payer).
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4.3.4 VAT rates
and taxable base

4.3.5 Tax point

The VAT Act prescribes the following rates of VAT:

The default rule provided by the VAT Act is that a tax

Q a

standard rate of 22%

point arises when goods are released or services are

Q a

reduced rate of 7%

completed. In practice, this rule is rarely relevant as it

Q a

zero rate (with the right to deduct input VAT)

only applies to transactions with natural persons acting

Q  an

exemption “rate” (without the right to deduct

input VAT)
Q a

reduced rate of 5% (applies mainly to non-

processed food products).

GENERAL RULES

in a non-commercial capacity.
In most cases, the tax point is the time when an invoice
is issued, which may be no more than seven days after
goods have been released or services completed. For

For 2011, the VAT rates will be temporarily increased

some supplies the tax point is established by separate

by 1 percentage point (i.e. from 22% to 23%, and from

rules (e.g. electricity, telecommunications, construction,

7% to 8%). The VAT rates may be subject to further

transport, leasing).

temporary increases in 2012 and 2013.

The tax point for an advance payment is the date on

The taxable base for VAT is calculated as turnover, net

which payment is received.

of output tax. This base must be increased by grants
and subsidies received and decreased by rebates and

INTRA-COMMUNITY TRANSACTIONS, EXPORT

documented and legally acceptable discounts.

AND IMPORT OF GOODS

On the import of goods, the taxable base is the

When goods are imported, tax is chargeable when

customs value increased by all customs duties,

customs liability is incurred.

including excise duties, where relevant.

From December 2008, in the case of export goods,

The taxable base for intra-Community acquisition of

the tax point is established according to general rule

goods is the amount the purchaser is obliged to pay.

described above.
For the intra-Community supply and acquisition of
goods, tax is chargeable on the 15th day of the month
following the month in which the goods were supplied,
unless the invoice documenting the transaction was
issued before that moment.

Taxation
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4.3.6 Recover of input VAT

through the tax authorities of the VAT payer’s country of
residence and via electronic means).

GENERAL RULES
A taxpayer is allowed to recover input tax charged on

VAT RETURNS AND TAX PAYMENT

goods and services supplied to him, which he later

VAT returns should be filed and any tax due should be

uses in his taxable business. Generally, recovery is

paid by the 25th day of the month following the month

made by the deduction of input tax from output tax.

in which the tax point arises.

In some situations input tax is not recoverable (e.g.

“Small taxpayers”, i.e. those whose annual sales do not

purchase of fuel) or it is only partially recoverable (e.g.

exceed the PLN equivalent of EUR 1,200,000 may file

purchase of a passenger car).

VAT returns and pay any tax due quarterly (by the 25th

Since 2008, taxpayers have not been allowed to deduct

day of the first month in the following calendar quarter).

input tax from invoices documenting transactions that

From 2009, all VAT payers are allowed to opt for

are not subject to VAT, or are VAT exempt, even where

quarterly VAT settlements. In this situation, taxpayers

the amount resulting from the invoice was paid.

are obliged to file VAT returns by the 25th day of the

Starting from December 2008, the deduction of input

first month of the following calendar quarter. However,

VAT is no longer dependent on the qualification of

they are still obliged (apart from “small taxpayers”) to

expenditures as tax deductible costs for the purpose of

pay VAT monthly (i.e. advance tax payments generally

income tax.

calculated as 1/3 of the due amount from the previous
quarterly settlement).

REFUND OF VAT
The normal term for tax refunds is 60 days. In some

SPECIAL PROCEDURES

situations this period may be reduced to 25 days.

Under Polish VAT regulations, special rules apply to:

Under certain circumstances, an advance refund of VAT

Q small

is possible.

Q flat-rate

Surplus input tax may also be credited against the

Q suppliers

of tourist services

taxpayer’s future VAT liabilities.

Q suppliers

of second-hand goods, works of art,

In 2010, a facilitation as to the refund of VAT incurred

businesses
farmers

collectors’ items and antiques

outside the country of residence was introduced (i.e.

Q investments

less formal procedure including applying for a refund

Q tax

gold

refunds for tourists
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Q foreign

entities supplying electronic services to non-

tax payers within the EU.

There are certain specific institutions that unique to
excise tax (such as bonded warehouses, registered
receivers, transfer of excise goods in the course of
excise suspending procedure, excise securities etc.).

4.4 Excise duty
4.4.1 Scope of application

Some excise products (e.g. wines and spirits, cigarettes
etc.) are subject to a special procedure that involves
sealing them with fiscal seals (special bands placed
across the top of each package/container).
There are three methods of calculating excise tax rates:

In March 2009, a new Excise Act came into force.
According to the new legislation, the following groups
of goods are subject to excise tax: cigarettes and other
tobacco products, alcohol, oils and energy (jointly
considered as “excise goods’) and passengers cars.

Q value

basis, i.e. a percentage of the value of goods

(e.g. cars)
Q volume

basis, i.e. a fixed rate per unit of product (e.g.

oils, alcoholic beverages)
Q mixed

method (a combination of the above methods,

The indicated excise goods form a special group of

e.g. cigarettes). In the case of many goods subject to

products taxed with excises according to common

duty, tax constitutes the most significant element in

rules applying all over the EU. Cars are taxed on the

their price.

basis of Polish legislative decisions.
Under Polish excise regulations, the following
transactions are subject to tax:
Q production
Q release
Q sale

of excise goods

of excise goods from a bonded warehouse

of excise goods in Poland

Q export

4.5 Civil transaction tax
4.5.1 General information

and import of excise goods

Q intra-Community

acquisition and supply of excise

goods
Q imports

Civil transaction tax (“CTT”) is levied on agreements
not related to commercial turnover. The following

or intra-Community acquisition of passenger

transactions and civil law actions fall within the scope

car unregistered in Poland, or first sale of a

of the tax (closed list):

passenger car in Poland.

Q sale

(exchange) of goods and property rights

Taxation
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Q loan

agreements

Q donation

agreements (if they involve the acquisition of
The rate of CTT differs according to the type of

debts)
Q annuity

contracts

Q agreements
Q mortgage
Q grant

on the division of a deceased’s estate

contracts

of usufruct for consideration

Q irregular
Q articles

4.5.2 Tax rates

deposit agreements

of association.

Please note that the following events are treated as

transaction:
Q sale

(exchange) of goods and property rights

connected with real estate (i.e. perpetual usufruct or
ownership), loan agreements and irregular deposit
agreements – 2%
Q articles
Q sale

of association – 0.5%

(exchange) of other property rights – 1%.

changes to the articles of association:
Q increase

in a company’s initial capital or the assets of

a partnership
Q additional
Q loans

4.5.3 Exemptions

contributions by shareholders

granted by partners to a partnership

Q transformation,

merger or division of a company or

The CTT Act prescribes a long list of exemptions from
tax, including:

companies, resulting in an increase in their initial

Q sale

of foreign currency

capital

Q sale

of movable property with a value below PLN

Q the

transfer to Poland from a country other than an

EU Member State of:
O an

effective place of management if its registered

office is not located within an EU Member State
O the

registered office of a company, if its effective

place of management is not located in an EU
Member State
even if such activities do not involve an increase in a
share capital of a company.

1,000
Q sale

of securities to or through brokerages or banks

offering brokerage services
Q certain

types of loans (e.g. granted by foreign

financial institutions or by shareholders to companies
– loans granted by partners to partnerships are
subject to 0.5% CTT)
Q articles

of association and amendments connected

with transformation or merger of a company if the
value if the increase in share capital was previously
subject to civil transactions tax or indirect taxes
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on the raising of capital levied in other EU Member
States.
In principle, transactions where at least one of the
parties acts as a VAT payer are not subject to CTT.
This rule, however, does not apply to sale transactions
of real property and articles of association, if the
transaction is VAT exempt.
Since 2009, contributions in-kind of enterprises or their
organised parts, transfer of packages of shares giving
a majority of voting power in a company (calculated
jointly with shares already held by the purchaser), as
well as share capital changes related with mergers of
companies or transformations of companies into other
types of company, are all out of the scope of CTT.
The CTT Act also prescribes some discretionary
exemptions covering entities such as charities,
disabled persons (to meet rehabilitation needs), foreign
diplomats and public sector units.

4.5.4 Settlement of Tax
In principle, the obligation to pay CTT rests with
the party that is considered the taxpayer under the
provisions of the CTT Act. A declaration should be filed
and tax should be paid to the relevant tax office within
14 days of the transaction. Where a transaction is made
before a notary, he will remit CTT and is obliged to
account for the tax.

Securities market
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The Polish capital market is currently the largest in the

the WSE data, the capitalisation of the WSE (domestic

region and, in spite of the worldwide financial market

companies) is greater than that of the Wiener Borse

crisis, it could still be attractive to foreign investors.

or the Athens Exchange. Since 9 November 2010, the

Despite the emergence of new institutions and the

WSE is a listed company. These facts demonstrate

increased size and depth of the market, the range of

the continuing dynamism of the Polish capital market,

financial instruments available is still relatively small

which is likely to develop further in the near future,6

in comparison with more developed countries, which

even given the condition of the worldwide financial

could nowadays constitute additional value, and it

market.

offers great potential to all market players to invest

Two markets operate within the regulated market

money with a good return. What is more, it also helps

operated by the WSE, namely:

them to raise finance in a cost effective manner.

Q the

official market

Q the

parallel market.

Admitting a company to either of these markets

5.1 Overview
5.1.1 Warsaw Stock Exchange

depends primarily on its size and the liquidity of its
shares. All the shares listed on the regulated market
are divided into segments, depending on the total
capitalisation of the company.
Apart from the regulated market operated by the WSE

The basic institution of the Polish capital market is the

(Main List), in 2007 the WSE organised New Connect –

Warsaw Stock Exchange (“WSE”). This is where shares,

the new market for new and/or small

bonds, derivatives and other financial instruments

companies with high growth potential. NewConnect

(including futures contracts and European-style

is an equities market based on the Alternative Trading

options) are traded.

System (ATS) operated by the WSE. Created for

In recent years, the number of companies listed

start-ups and new companies, particularly those

on the regulated market operated by the WSE has

from the high-tech sector, the New Connect is also

increased to more than 395. The WSE is the largest

a new opportunity for investors willing to accept a

stock exchange in the CEE/SEE region. According to

higher risk in exchange for potentially higher returns.
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NewConnect follows the example of similar European

called Bond Spot (formerly MTS-CeTO). Securities

platforms, notably the AIM in London, Alternext in Paris

traded on the OTC market include debt securities,

or First North within OMX. New Connect offers more

but above all T-bonds and T-bills, for which brokers

liberal formal criteria and disclosure requirements and

negotiate prices directly. Additionally, Bond Spot

could be treated as the first step to a flotation on the

operates part of the Catalyst market (see above).

regulated market. There were 73 new listings on New

The Polish Financial Supervision Authority (PFSA),

Connect in 2010 (until 29 November) and the total

established in September 2006, exercises general

number of companies increased to 175.

Z\WLY]PZPVUV]LY[OLÄUHUJPHSTHYRL[;OPZUL^PUZ[P[\[PVU

A new WSE bond market, called Catalyst, was

replaced the Securities and Exchange Commission

launched on 30 September 2009. Catalyst comprises

and the Insurance and Pension Funds Supervisory

four trading platforms. Two platforms operated by the

Commission. From 1 January 2008, the PFSA has also

WSE (a regulated market and an alternative trading

been exercising the tasks and powers of the Commission

system) are dedicated to retail investors; two BondSpot

MVY)HURPUN:\WLY]PZPVU;OPZKL]LSVWTLU[HSZVYLÅLJ[Z

markets (regulated market and ATS) are dedicated

[OLNYV^PUNZVWOPZ[PJH[PVUVM[OL7VSPZOÄUHUJPHSTHYRL[

to wholesale investors. All platforms support trading

Another important player on the Polish financial market

in non-Treasury debt instruments: municipal bonds,

is the National Depository for Securities (“KDPW”), a

corporate bonds, and mortgage bonds. The rules

joint-stock company providing depository, clearing and

of trading on both the regulated markets and in the

settlement services for all securities in public trading.

alternative trading systems differ only in respect of
block trades. Transactions executed on all Catalyst
markets are guaranteed by the National Depository for

5.1.3 Legislation

Securities. Issuers are obliged to meet certain reporting
requirements including current and periodic reports.

The regulatory framework of the capital market in
Poland underwent major changes in October 2005,

5.1.2 Other institutions

when the following three legal acts came into effect:
Q Act

on Public Offerings, Conditions Governing the

Introduction of Financial Instruments to Organised
The regulated over-the-counter (“OTC”) market in
Poland is relatively small. It is organised by a company

Trading, and Public Companies
Q Act

on Trading in Financial Instruments
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Q Act

on Capital Market Supervision.

a draft prospectus must be filed with the PFSA for

These new regulations transposed into Polish law

approval. Reference filings are admitted for issuers of

the provisions of EC directives concerning financial

securities holding a relevant approval granted by other

markets. The changes brought by the new legislation

EU regulators.

were intended to make the capital market in Poland

To go ahead with the public offering once the

more transparent and flexible.

prospectus has been approved, companies must

This was to be achieved, among other things, by

execute an agreement with the National Depository for

the introduction of certain new rules on the listing of

Securities on the dematerialisation of its shares. At this

securities and admission to trading, such as:

stage, companies gain the status of a public company.

Q introducing

-PUHSS`JVTWHUPLZÄSLHUHWWSPJH[PVU[V[OLTHUHNLTLU[

the EU standard issue prospectus

requirement
Q introducing
Q removing

new disclosure requirements

the limitation on trade outside the regulated

market
Q liberalising

board of the WSE to have their shares listed on the
L_JOHUNL(ZZVVUHZHUVMÄJPHSKLJPZPVUPZRUV^U
company shares are admitted (or not) to trading on one
of the WSE’s regulated markets. The IPO procedure

the depository and settlement system.

5.2 IPOs and admission
to trading
5.2.1 Regulated market

\Z\HSS`[HRLZIL[^LLUÄ]LHUKZP_TVU[OZ

5.2.2 Alternative Trading System
The shares may be brought into trading via a private
placement, targeted at less than 100 investors, institutional
or private. In this case, consent on access to trading is
NYHU[LKI`[OL>:,VU[OLIHZPZVMHZPTWSPÄLKPUMVYTH[PVU
document, approved by an Authorised Adviser (regardless

As a rule, companies intending to go public in Poland

of the size of the issue). The other access path is via a

must publish an issue prospectus and thus provide

public offering. In this case, the same access procedures

complete and accurate information on the share issue.

as those applied on the regulated market are applicable,

The form and content of the prospectus must comply

including the requirement to prepare a prospectus

with EU requirements in this scope. To begin with,

and submit it for approval to the PFSA. For offerings

Securities market
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with a value of up to EUR 2.5 million, an information

Disclosure obligations required on the alternative trading

memorandum, overseen by the PFSA, may be considered

Z`Z[LTHYLZPNUPÄJHU[S`YLK\JLKPUJVTWHYPZVU^P[O[OVZL

as an information document. All the companies listed on

VU[OLYLN\SH[LKTHYRL[HUKHYLKLÄULKPU[OL>:,

New Connect have to have the status of a public company.

management board resolution. Reporting is managed
through the Electronic Information Base (“EIB”) – an
electronic system developed and supervised by the WSE.

5.3 Statutory obligations

Moreover, rules governing the transparency of
shareholdings require that the fact of achieving, exceeding
or falling below certain thresholds, namely 5%, 10%,

To ensure full transparency of the markets operated by

15%, 20%, 25%, 33%, 33¹/³%, 50%, 75% and 90% of

the WSE, Polish law imposes a number of restrictions

[OL[V[HS]V[LT\Z[ILUV[PÄLK[V[OLYLSL]HU[H\[OVYP[PLZ

and obligations on public companies, as well as on

The same rules apply to the companies listed on the New

owners of large blocks of shares.

Connect.

5.3.1 Disclosure requirements

5.3.2 Tender offers

From the date on which an application for admission to

Certain transactions involving shares in public

YLN\SH[LK[YHKPUNPZÄSLKPZZ\LYZHYLZ\IQLJ[[VJLY[HPU

companies listed on the regulated market are only

disclosure requirements. They are under an obligation to

permissible when made by a public tender. A public

report any material change that affects the company’s

tender is mandatory when:

value7¶ÄYZ[[V[OL7-:(HUK[OL>:,HUK[OLU

Q the

20 minutes later, to make it public via an information
agency. Following the introduction of the ESPI, which

thresholds of 33% and 66% of the total number of

votes are exceeded and
Q a

block of shares increasing a previous shareholding

is an electronic information system, the disclosure of

by 5% or 10%, (depending on the number of votes

information has been standardised and thus facilitated.

held by given entity), is acquired.

7

:LL*OHW[LYVM[OL(J[VU7\ISPJ6MMLYPUNHUK[OL9LZVS\[PVUVM[OL4PUPZ[Y`VM-PUHUJLKH[LK -LIY\HY` 
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Price bids in such tenders must be calculated in

The leading investor, especially after a mandatory

accordance with prescribed strict rules requiring that

buy-out or a squeeze-out, may want to withdraw a

the bid not be lower than the average market price

company from the regulated market. For this purpose,9

of shares from the last six months preceding the

Polish law provides for a “rematerialisation” procedure,

announcement of the tender.

which requires a resolution adopted with a majority of
80% of votes and subsequent approval from the PFSA.

5.3.3 Squeeze-out/mandatory
buyout and withdrawal
from the market

5.3.4 Penalties
Polish legislation prescribes three types of sanction:
administrative, civil and criminal.

There are two procedures aimed at preventing disputes

Administrative sanctions for non-compliance with the

in situations where one shareholder, alone or together

law are most common. They generally take two forms:

with a group of entities, reaches the threshold of 90%

Q the

suspension of securities from trade on the

regulated market for a definite or indefinite period

of votes in a public company.

Q the

Majority shareholders have the right to “squeeze out”

imposition of a fine of up to PLN 1,000,000,

depending on a given company’s standpoint.

the remaining minority shareholders by paying them
appropriate compensation for their shares. Investors

An infringement of the statutory information

can easily apply this procedure to withdraw a non-liquid

requirements, such as knowingly reporting false

company from the market.

information or withholding certain information, results in
the civil liability of the infringer.

Minority shareholders, on the other hand, can force an
investor to buy their shares upon meeting certain conditions.

The most glaring violations of capital market regulations

Such a “mandatory buy-out” is designed to protect minority

are subject to criminal sanctions. The following

shareholders against abusive majority behaviour.

violations fall in this category:

8

8

:LL(Y[PJSLVM[OL(J[VU7\ISPJ6MMLYPUNZ
¸;OLYLTH[LYPHSPZH[PVU¹VMZOHYLZPZHSZVYLX\PYLK^OLYLHTLYNLYJVTWHU`[YHUZMVYTH[PVUVYPUZVS]LUJ`PZJVUJLYULK
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Q offering

securities to the public in breach of requirements

trading on the regulated market. In non-public trading,

concerning the publication of an issue prospectus or

issuers of bonds must provide investors with an

an information memorandum, obtaining necessary

information memorandum enabling them to evaluate

approvals and disclosing information to the public

the financial condition of a given issuer, as well as the

Q including

false information or data in the issue

potential risk associated with the purchase of bonds.

prospectus, or withholding any material information

The information memorandum must specify:

from public disclosure.

Q the

size of the issue

Q the

terms of repayment

Q the

interest borne

Q key

issuer information

Q the

estimated profit.

5.4 Bonds
The sale and issue of bonds are regulated by the Act

Treasury bonds are regulated by the Act on Public

on Bonds dated 29 June 1995. In accordance with

Finances. As a rule, T-bonds are bearer, redeemable

the provisions of this Act, a range of entities, such as:

bonds with maturity dates exceeding one year.

companies, local authorities, financial institutions, etc.,

Depending on demand, they can be sold at the issue

can issue bonds.

price, above or below par value. Municipal bonds are

The issue of bonds by the State Treasury and the

issued by local authorities to raise funds for public

National Bank of Poland is regulated by separate

purposes. They may be issued as fixed-interest,

legislation.

variable-rate or zero-coupon bonds.

The Act on Bonds deals with:

On 30 September 2009, the WSE launched a new bond

Q interest-bearing

market – Catalyst (see point 5.1 above).

Q convertible

bonds

Q zero-coupon
Q revenue
Q bonds

bonds

bonds

bonds

with pre-emptive rights.

Public offerings of bonds are governed by the Act on
Public Offerings and require the same procedure as
in the case of an IPO and the admission of shares to

Gide Loyrette Nouel Warsaw
is a partner company of the
Warsaw Stock Exchange
(GPW) for SMEs
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This chapter provides a general overview of the legal

transferee to observe certain limitations (discussed

framework for real estate operations in Poland.

later).

6.1 Title to real estate

6.1.2 Perpetual usufruct
A substantial part of land in Poland is owned by the

The Civil Code provides for various types of legal title to

State Treasury or local authorities, who can grant a

property. Real property is usually held on the basis of

right of perpetual usufruct of this land to third parties

either perpetual usufruct or full ownership.

on the basis of a perpetual usufruct agreement.
In many ways perpetual usufruct is similar to full

6.1.1 Full ownership

ownership. The right of perpetual usufruct entitles its
ILULÄJPHY`[V\ZLZ[H[LV^ULKSHUKMVYHWLYPVKVM



years. In exceptional cases, if the economic grounds for
Full ownership (or co-ownership) provides the broadest

perpetual usufruct do not require the land to be let for so

scope of rights towards real estate and can be

long, the land may be let for a shorter period of at least 40

restricted only in exceptional circumstances (e.g. by

years. Please note that an owner is entitled to terminate a

zoning regulations). Real property owners enjoy:

perpetual usufruct agreement prematurely where the land

Q the

right to possess property (P\ZWVZZPKLUKP)

PZUV[\ZLKMVY[OLW\YWVZLZWLJPÄLKPU[OLHNYLLTLU[

Q the

right to make use of property (P\Z\[LUKP)

Buildings and other facilities erected on the land by the

Q the

right to appropriate the returns from property

perpetual usufructuary constitute its property.

(P\ZMY\LUKP)
Q the

right to change the form or substance of property

(P\ZHI\[LUKP)
Q the

right to dispose of property (P\ZKPZWVULUKP).

A perpetual usufructuary must pay the relevant public
authority an initial fee when the agreement establishing
perpetual usufruct is concluded, and an annual fee thereafter.
The fees are calculated as a percentage of the value of

Owners are free to transfer ownership to another

the land. The initial fee ranges from 15% to 25%, while

person, or to encumber it with other rights (e.g.

the amount of annual fee depends on the purpose for

usufruct, easements, etc.). However, the law provides

which usufruct was granted and ranges from 0.3% to

for some exceptions in this respect, compelling the

3% of the value of the land.
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The annual fee for perpetual usufruct can be reviewed,

Registers kept by district courts. These registers provide

but no more than once per year and only where the

information on the current status of real estate and record

value of the land has changed.

any changes, including the area of each plot, buildings

Certain procedures allow for perpetual usufruct to be

located thereon, the names of owners and possessors,

converted into full ownership.

rights and claims to the property and encumbrances.
In addition, local authorities keep a Land Register that

6.1.3 Full ownership
vs. perpetual usufruct

contains information on the area and location of each
plot, the names of its owners and the use of the property.
If there is a discrepancy between the rights registered
in the Land and Mortgage Register and the Land

Concerning the right of perpetual usufruct, there is

Register, the former will prevail. What is more, all rights

a distinction between usus and fructus, which are

registered in this register will be effective against and

transferred to the holder, and abusus, which is retained

take precedence over:

by the State or local authority.

Q any

unregistered rights and interests

One fundamental difference between perpetual usufruct

Q any

rights or interests registered subsequently.

and ownership is that a transfer of perpetual usufruct

Claims and other interests related to real estate (e.g.

only becomes effective once it has been entered in the

rights of a lessee under a lease contract) may also

Land and Mortgage Register, whereas a deed executed

be registered and thus become enforceable upon

HUKH\[OLU[PJH[LKI`HUV[HY`PZZ\MÄJPLU[[V[YHUZMLY

consecutive owners.

ownership. Thus, a situation may arise where property
JHUUV[ILZVSK[VHUL^PU]LZ[VYVYP[PZKPMÄJ\S[[V
VI[HPUÄUHUJPUNVYJLY[HPUH\[OVYPZH[PVUZILJH\ZL[OL
usufruct has not been registered.

6.1.4 Two registers

6.2 Acquisition
6.2.1 Contractual scheme
The acquisition of full ownership is principally governed

Ownership and perpetual usufruct of land are both

by the provisions of the Civil Code dealing with

subject to compulsory registration in Land and Mortgage

ownership and sale.
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Any contract for the transfer of real estate must be

Consequently, if a buyer expects to be duly protected,

concluded in the form of a notarial deed. No act

the PSA should be executed in notarial form. It is also

performed without observing this formal requirement

advisable to include in PSA an application to enter a

can be deemed effective.

claim for the transfer of ownership or perpetual usufruct

Notwithstanding the above, Polish law contains special

to the real property concerned in the relevant Land and

provisions governing the sale of real estate belonging to

Mortgage Register. Once duly registered, this entry will

the State Treasury, State-owned enterprises and local

ensure that:

authorities.

Q third

Where the right of perpetual usufruct is concerned, a
notarial deed is not sufficient. The transfer of perpetual
usufruct only becomes effective when it is entered in
the Land and Mortgage Register.

parties are deemed to be in bad faith if they

acquire the real property despite knowing that a
promise of sale already exists
Q the

beneficiary may obtain a court order substituting

the statement of intent of the party that is unwilling to
conclude the final sale agreement.

6.2.2 Preliminary agreement

If the PSA has been executed in writing (but not
in a notarial deed) and one of the parties evades
the transaction, the other party can only claim

For practical reasons (e.g. the need to obtain financing)

compensation for damages.

or due to statutory requirements, the acquisition of real
estate in Poland is often carried out in two stages:
Q conclusion

of a preliminary sale agreement (“PSA”)

Q conclusion

of a final sale agreement, once all

conditions of the PSA have been met.

6.2.3 Right of pre-emption
The right of pre-emption may arise out of statutory or

To be valid, a PSA must contain the essential elements

contractual provisions. Where real estate is subject to a

of the final sale agreement, namely the subject of sale

right of pre-emption, it may only be sold to a third party

and the price.

on the condition that the beneficiary of that right does

The primary intention of parties to a PSA should be the

not exercise his right.

execution of a final agreement. However, the intentions

Without delay, the seller must inform the beneficiary of

of the parties may change before a final sale agreement

the contents of a conditional sale agreement concluded

is signed.

with a third party. The beneficiary then notifies the

Real estate
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seller whether or not he wishes to exercises the right

consequently the scope of restrictions was significantly

or not. A contractual right of pre-emption may be

reduced.

exercised within one month of receiving notice of the
transaction, unless other time limits have been agreed.

NON-EU MEMBERS

The beneficiary may exercise his right by making a

In principle, the acquisition of real estate by a foreigner

declaration to the seller in the form of a notarial deed.

requires a permit. A permit is issued by the Minister

The beneficiary and the seller then automatically

for Internal Affairs and Administration in the form of an

become parties to an agreement with contents identical

administrative decision.

to that initially concluded between the seller and the

Foreigners are defined as: (a) individuals without Polish

third party.

citizenship, (b) business entities with their principal

Where the seller sells such property to a third party

place of business abroad, (c) a partnership of the

\UJVUKP[PVUHSS`VY^OLYLOLMHPSZ[VUV[PM`[OLILULÄJPHY`

entities described in points (a) or (b) without legal

of the sale or its essential terms, he will be liable for

personality, with its principal place of business abroad

KHTHNLZ[V[OLILULÄJPHY`VM[OLWYLLTW[PVUYPNO[

and created in compliance with the applicable laws of

However, if the State Treasury, a unit of local

the foreign state, (d) a business entity or a commercial

government, a co-owner or a lessee enjoys a right of

partnership without legal personality with its principal

pre-emption by virtue of the statute, a sale concluded

place of business in Poland, directly or indirectly

unconditionally will be ineffective.

controlled by the entities mentioned in points (a) to (c).
A permit is required for the direct acquisitions of real

6.2.4 Acquisition of land by
foreigners

estate (for acquisitions of both full ownership and
perpetual usufruct), as well as for acquisitions or
subscriptions by foreigners of shares in a company
registered in Poland that owns real estate or holds

The basic legal act regulating the acquisition of real

it under perpetual usufruct, where that transaction

estate by foreigners is the Act on the Acquisition of

results in obtaining control over the Polish company

Real Estate by Foreigners of 24 March 1920. After

and/or the company or partnership is a controlled

Poland’s accession to the European Union, extensive

one and the shares are to be acquired by a foreign

amendments were introduced, as a result of the need

person who is not a shareholder of the company or

to harmonise Polish law with Community law, and

partnership.
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EU MEMBERS
Following Poland’s accession to the European Union,
the acquisition of real estate in Poland by citizens
and companies of the European Economic Area
(the European Union plus Norway, Iceland, and

6.3 Town planning
and construction
6.3.1 Land development

Liechtenstein) and the Swiss Confederation no longer
requires any permits, except for the acquisition of

The Zoning Act of 27 March 2003 sets out principles

agricultural or forest land.

according to which local government and public
administration may develop spatial policy, as well as

6.2.4 Verification of the legal
status

the procedures that apply when areas are allocated for
particular purposes and when the principles for their
development are determined.
Every municipality must adopt a zoning study.

Before acquiring real estate, it is advisable to review the

The study comprises a basic programme for the

Land and Mortgage Register, the Land Register and

municipality’s zoning, and contains considerable

any other documents pertaining to the legal status of

information of relevance to investors, including present

the real estate.

land use, development and utility connections,

The purpose of this review is to establish whether

needs and opportunities for the municipality’s future

there is any litigation pending with respect to the land,

development, the legal status of land, and details of

whether any easements or mortgages encumber the

buildings and areas under special protection. The study

land, whether any other rights have been granted

is binding only upon the authorities.

in favour of third parties, or whether there are any

In order to determine the use of any plot and a

other obstacles to its acquisition. It is also important

method for its development, each local authority must

to ensure that a given property is not affected by

approve a local zoning plan, which is an act of local

reprivatisation claims by inspecting historical archives

legislation (i.e. effective also upon private parties).

and consulting the local authority (“starosta”).

It is impossible to adopt a plan if no study exists.
Moreover, any plan that is inconsistent with the study
is deemed invalid.
The plan must cover the following issues:

Real estate
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Q lines

of development

Q dimensions
Q intensity
Q the

of structures

of development

has been adopted, a building permit may be obtained
on its basis and if there is no local zoning plan, then the
investor must obtain a planning permit.

use determined for each plot, e.g. large area

Since only part of Poland is currently covered by local

commercial facilities or plots on which construction

zoning plans, the need to apply for a planning permit

will be prohibited.

occurs frequently. A planning permit determines
whether a particular investment project may be carried

6.3.2 Modification
of designated land use
If the designated use of a real property needs to

out on the plot concerned. The planning permit neither
creates rights to the property nor infringes upon the
ownership rights of third parties.

I\PSKPUNWLYTP[

be modified (e.g. from agricultural to industrial or
commercial use), this will involve the modification of
the local zoning plan, which is a relatively complex
procedure (it involves a meeting of the municipal
council, the publication of notices and the risk of
legal challenges from third parties). If no plan exists, a

WSHUUPUN
WLYTP[

planning permit needs to be obtained.

WSHUL_PZ[Z

6.3.3 Building permit
Under the Construction Law Act, construction works

UVWSHU

may only commence once the final decision to grant a
building permit has been obtained.
The procedure of obtaining a building permit depends
whether there is a binding local zoning plan for the area
covering the real property concerned. If such a plan

7SHUULKPU]LZ[TLU[
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An application for a building permit must be

required where the planned investment is likely to have

accompanied by plans and architectural documentation

a significant impact on the environment or Nature 2000

and, above all, by approvals from local authorities (local

areas.

security/police agencies and, above all, authorities

As a result of the above proceedings, the competent

responsible for public roads, electricity, gas and

authority will issue a decision on environmental

sanitation) confirming that there are no obstacles to

considerations, which may impose certain obligations

implementing the investment project.

on the investor with regard to environmental protection.

Certain construction works and the construction

The decision is binding on the authority issuing the

of certain structures provided in the Construction

building permit. However, if the conditions of the

Law (e.g. repair of existing buildings, construction

planned investment change, the authority may demand

of small architectural structures, parking lots for

that the environmental impact assessment be repeated.

up to 10 vehicles and utility terminals in buildings
for electric power, water supply, sewage, gas, heat
and telecommunications) do not require a building

6.3.5 Permit for use

permit. In the above case, the construction works may
commence if there are no objections within 30 days

Prior to commencing the use of a building, an investor

from notification to the relevant authorities.

is obliged to notify the competent authorities (the local
agencies responsible for fire risk, employment, hygiene

6.3.4 Environmental
proceedings

and environmental issues) that the works have been
completed, and must obtain a permit for use.
A permit for use of the building will be issued once
a mandatory inspection has been carried out. This

Under the Act on Access to Information on the

inspection should ascertain whether the construction

Environment and its Protection, Public Participation

works have been performed in accordance with the

in Environment Protection and Environmental Impact

terms and conditions of the building permit.

Assessment dated 3 October 2008, environmental
impact assessment proceedings must be completed
before an application for a planning permit or a building
permit. An environmental impact assessment is

Real estate
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6.3.6 Construction works
contract

Both Polish and foreign individuals and business
entities may lease real estate. There is no requirement
to obtain a permit from the Minister for Internal Affairs.

Under the Civil Code, a contractor is obliged to

The main distinction between the two is that, under a

construct the building specified in the construction

lease agreement, a lessee is only entitled to use the

contract in accordance with the architectural plan and

property whereas, under a tenancy agreement, the

the principles of technology. The investor is obliged

tenant is entitled both to use the property and to collect

to make the building site and the architectural plan

the benefits therefrom. For this reason, tenancy is more

available to the contractor and, once completion has

common in agriculture and industry.

been certified, to pay the agreed remuneration.

Lease and tenancy agreements may be concluded

Article 647¹ of the Civil Code governs the respective

for definite or indefinite periods. The terms of lease

legal relationships between an investor, the general

and tenancy agreements can be freely established by

contractor and sub-contractors involved in the

the parties, subject to certain mandatory provisions

construction process and establishes the investor’s

of the Civil Code concerning termination periods and

and the main contractor’s joint and several liability for

duration.

payment of sub-contractors’ remuneration. International
FIDIC standards are accepted in Poland.

6.5 Taxes and fees
6.4 Lease vs. tenancy
Polish law provides for the use of real property on the

6.5.1 Taxes on turnover
(VAT, CTT)

basis of certain legal instruments. These are limited

The supply of real property is, in principle, subject to

tangible rights (i.e. usufruct and easements) and

VAT calculated on the value of land and buildings alike.

obligations two types of lease:

The standard rate of VAT for such transactions in

HUHQLTKaPLYǏH^HHUKISLUKPUNMVY\ZL

2011 is 23%, though a preferential rate of 8% or VAT

3LHZL¸UHQLT¹HUK[LUHUJ`¸KaPLYǏH^H¹HYL

exemption applies to some transactions. It is important

principally governed by the provisions of the Civil Code.

that for VAT purposes the land (and the right of
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perpetual usufruct of the land), “share” the classification

situation where contributed real property is VAT exempt

applicable to the buildings/constructions located on it.

under VAT regulations).

The supply of residential developments, or parts thereof
(but not commercial premises), will be taxed at 8%, if
the usable area of residential premises does not exceed
150 square metres, or 300 square metres with respect

6.5.2 Income tax

to houses.
The VAT Act provides a complex and complicated

In the majority of cases, income derived from the

system of VAT exemptions for the supplies of buildings/

disposal of real property will be subject to income tax.

constructions. In general, an exception is provided

Depending on the circumstances, the tax liability on the

for “used” buildings/constructions. The conditions for

disposal of real property will be calculated on one of

the VAT exception stipulated in the VAT regulations

the following bases:

should be analysed in detail prior to any transaction In

Q the

certain situations, the parties to the transaction may
resign from the VAT exception and opt for taxation in

general rule is that the disposal of real property

will be taxed at 19%
Q where

an individual, acting in a non-commercial

VAT of such supply. This option can be exercised if

capacity, sells property:

both parties are registered VAT payers and announce

O after

their intention to the appropriate tax authority. The
VAT exemption applies also to transactions regarding
undeveloped land classified as agricultural.

five years from the end of calendar year

in which the real property was purchased or
developed – no tax
O purchased

or developed before 31 December

If the transaction is exempt from VAT, it will be

2006 (if the rule from the point above cannot yet

subject to the Civil Transaction Tax (CTT) at 2% of the

be applied), in the case of re-investing funds from

transaction value.

the sale for the taxpayer’s “residential purposes”

Transactions between individuals, acting in a non-

(indicated in the PIT Act) – no or reduced tax

commercial capacity, will also be subject to 2% CTT.

(proportional to the percentage of re-invested funds

Starting from 1 December 2008, in-kind contributions
of real properties are, in principle, subject to VAT
as a supply of goods at the VAT rate applicable for
contributed real property (this does not concern the

from the sale)
O purchased

or developed between 1 January 2007

and 31 December 2008, in which he has been
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registered for administrative purposes as resident

6.5.3 Real estate tax

for more than 12 months before the sale – no tax
O purchased

or developed after 31 December 2008,

Real estate tax is levied on land, buildings, structures

in the case of re-investing funds from the sale for

and construction equipment. The rate of tax for a

the taxpayer’s own “residential purposes” (indicated

given locality is determined by the municipal authority,

in the PIT Act) – no or reduced tax (proportional to

up to a maximum imposed by the Local Taxes Act,

the percentage of re-invested funds from the sale)

which regulates this tax. When setting the rate of real

Q where

an individual sells property acquired for

estate tax, a municipal authority is obliged to consider

business purposes – flat tax at 19% or progressive

the following aspects of the property: its location, the

tax at rates of 18%, 32% (depending upon which

activity carried out there, the type of development, its

scheme the taxpayer has elected to follow).

designated use and the method of exploiting the land.

For the entities subject to corporate income tax, the

The authority has the power to grant some exemptions

disposal of real property will be taxed at 19%.

from real estate tax (where they are not provided by the

Buildings and structures are entitled to claim tax

Local Taxes Act).

depreciation. The standard rate of amortisation for
buildings is 2.5% per year, over a period of 40 years.

Gide Loyrette Nouel Warsaw is

Where residential buildings/premises were used prior to

a member of the PRCH (Polish

their acquisition by a taxpayer for more than five years,

Council of Shopping Centres)

a taxpayer is entitled to claim an accelerated rate of
amortisation of 10% per year, over a period of 10 years.
In the case of commercial buildings/premises, the 40year tax depreciation period may be reduced by each
full year from the year in which they were first entered
into the fixed assets register, but it cannot be shorter
than 10 years.
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7.1 General overview

7.2 Procedures – general

The Public Procurement Law is the central act

The Public Procurement Law provides a closed list

regulating public procurement in Poland. It was

of eight different procedures for awarding public

adopted in 2004 as an adjustment of Polish law to

contracts:

two EU directives, No 2004/17/WE and No 2004/18/

Q Open

WE, and therefore it is a part of the unified European
public procurement rules. The act specifies the rules
and procedures for awarding public contracts, law

tendering – means contract award procedures

in which, following a public contract notice, all
interested contractors may submit their tenders
Q Restricted

tendering – means contract award

enforcement measures, checking the award of public

procedures in which, following a public contract

contracts and the relevant authorities with respect to

notice, contractors submit requests to participate

matters addressed in this act.

in a contract award procedure, and tenders may

In addition to this act, there are two more regulations

be submitted by contractors invited to submit their

in the Polish system of public procurement: the Private

tenders

Public Partnership Act and the Construction Works and

Q Negotiated

procedure with publication – means

Services Concession Act.

contract award procedures in which, following a

The term public contract covers contracts for pecuniary

public notice, the awarding entity will negotiate

interest concluded between an awarding entity and a

the terms of the public contract with selected

contractor, concerning services, supplies or works.

contractors, and will subsequently invite them to

The Public Procurement Law sets out some general

submit tenders

rules concerning performing the procedures. Most

Q Competitive

dialogue – means contract award

importantly, awarding entities should prepare and

procedures in which, following a public contract

conduct contract award procedures in a manner

notice, the awarding entity conducts a dialogue with

ensuring fair competition and equal treatment of

selected economic operators, and then invites them

contractors. Actions connected with the preparation
and conduct of contract award procedures shall

to a tender
Q Negotiated

procedure without publication – means

be performed by persons ensuring impartiality and

contract award procedures in which the awarding

objectivity.

entity negotiates the terms of the contract with
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selected contractors, and subsequently invites them

enumerated in Article 132 of the Public procurement

to submit their tenders

law, such as: exploration, prospecting for or extracting

Q Single

source procurement – means contract award

gas, oil and its natural derivatives, brown coal, hard

procedures in which the awarding entity awards

coal and other solid fuels or the management of

a contract after having negotiated with only one

airports, maritime or inland ports, or rendering public

contractor

services connected with the production, transport,

Q Request

for quotations – means contract award

distribution or supply of electricity, gas, heat, drinking

procedures in which the awarding entity sends a

water or the supply of drinking water to such networks

request-for-quotations to selected contractors and

or the management of such networks, the operation

invites them to submit tenders

of networks providing public services in the field of

Q Electronic

auction – means contract award

transport by bus, railway, tramway, trolley bus, cable

procedures in which using a form available on the

or automatic systems as well as the provision of postal

website allowing to the necessary data to be entered

services.

on-line, contractors submit successively more

The awarding entity for a sectoral contract may apply

advantageous tenders (bid increments), subject

an open tendering procedure, restricted tendering

to automatic classification. The awarding entity

procedure and negotiations with publication in every

may award a contract under the electronic auction

case.

procedure, where the object of the contract includes
generally available supplies of fixed quality standards
and the contract value does not exceed the PLN
equivalent of EUR 60,000.

7.3 The course of action

Open tendering and restricted tendering are the two
primary procedures, which means that they could be

In all of the proceedings it is possible to separate three

applied in every case. Other procedures can be applied

different phases:

only in the circumstances provided for in the Public

Q pre-qualifications

Procurement Law.

Q the

submission of tender proposals and

There are the special exceptions for sectoral contracts.

Q the

selection of the best tender.

A contract is sectoral when it is awarded for the

During the pre-qualifications, the awarding entity sets

purposes of performing of one of the types of activities

out its requirements in a contract notice or terms of
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reference of the contract. Such requirements are met

offer, and must immediately notify all contractors who

by submitting the relevant documents.

have submitted their tenders.

Several problems can occur when it comes to
submitting documents from foreign contractors. Some

It is worth noting that, from 7 December 2009, the

rules concerning this are set out in the Prime Minister’s

situation of the contractor in the course of proceedings

ordinance on types of document that can be requested

for awarding a contract has changed in its favour.

by an awarding entity from a contractor, and the form

Under the current regulations, the constructor is

in which they should be submitted. According to this

entitled to demonstrate its compliance with the

ordinance, if a contractor resides or is registered

procedure by reference to the experience, knowledge,

outside of Poland, it could be asked to submit

financial standing of another entrepreneur. In order to

documents confirming that:

provide the commissioner with the proper evidence,

Q the

from a practical point of view the contractor may deliver

contractor has not initiated any liquidation

proceedings and has not been declared bankrupt
Q the

contractor is not in arrears with the payment of

to the commissioner an agreement on co-operation
with another legal entity. The new regulation provides

taxes, charges, social contributions, or that it has

a contractor who is not able to display the appropriate

acquired the right to an exemption or payment in

experience with an opportunity to compete with the

instalments of any such overdue payments

experienced contractors.

Q the

contractor has not been prohibited from

competing in tenders.
When submitting tender proposals, misunderstandings
are often caused by misprints and errors in the text of

7.4 Review procedures

the tender. According to the Public Procurement Law,
the awarding entity must correct the text of the tender

Anyone whose legal interest in obtaining a contract

in terms of any obvious misprints and computational

has been or might have been prejudiced, or had

errors made in the calculation of prices with regard to

or might have suffered damage as a result of the

its consequences, and other errors, such as differences

infringement by the awarding entity of the provisions of

between the offers and the terms of reference, not

the Public Procurement Law is entitled by law to certain

causing and significant changes in the contents of the

enforcement measures: the appeal to the National

Public procurement
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Chamber of Appeals (“KIO”) and subsequently the

Union and therefore is entitled to ask the European

claim to the regional court.

Union Court for a preliminary ruling.

Contractors are authorised to appeal against the
awarding entity’s decision directly to the KIO, which is
ruling by a one-person panel, or a three-person panel
in very complicated matters. What is more important,
lodging an appeal to the KIO results in a “standstill”
period. It means that the public procurement
agreement can only be concluded after the appeal
has been considered by the KIO. KIO rulings can be
challenged to the regional court, but this will not lead to
a “standstill” period.
The claim to the court may be lodged against the
judgment or the final decision of the KIO. The claim
is lodged through the President of the KIO within
seven days of delivering the KIO decision, sending
at the same time a copy to the opposing party of the
claim. Lodging a claim to the court does not result in a
“standstill” period. Consequently the tender authority is
entitled to execute the public procurement agreement
and the decision of the court does not have any
direct impact to this agreement. However, the tender
authority is obliged to redress any damage suffered
by a participant as a result of the execution of the
agreement with another participant.
KIO is regarded as a court for the purpose of Article
267 of the Treaty on the Functioning of the European
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8.1 Motorways

the selected company. Any motorway operating fees
are collected by the concessionaire that concludes a

National roads and motorways are owned by the State

building and operating, or just an operating agreement,

Treasury and administered by the General Director of

on the conditions set out in that agreement.

Roads and Motorways (“GDDKiA”) which is responsible

Once selected, motorway operators can apply for

for national roads and motorways.

financial aid from the National Road Fund, and receive

The rules concerning building and operating motorways

warranties and guarantees from the State Treasury.

are set out in the Toll Motorways and National Road
Fund Act. The construction of motorways is financed
from the concessionaire’s own resources if the
construction of such motorway is executed by granting

8.2 Railways

a concession for the construction and operation of
the motorway, or from public sources (national budget

The regulations concerning the use, administration

funds or National Road Fund funds) if GDDKiA is not

and maintenance of railway infrastructure are set

willing to grant any concession for the operation of the

out in the Railway Transport Act. The administration

motorway.

of infrastructure and the performance of transport

GDDKiA chooses the concessionaire during three-

services are separated.

phase tender proceedings. The first phase is a

Currently, a large part of the Polish railway

preliminary qualification open to joint stock companies

infrastructure is being repaired or modernised. At the

and limited liability companies from Poland or another

same time, international and European standards are

EU member country, whose sole business is building

being introduced, due to the harmonisation of Polish

or operating roads. The second phase is a limited

and European railway infrastructure.

tender where bidders are evaluated according to

Poland is implementing the European Railway Traffic

economic and financial balance, credibility, technical

Management System (“ERTMS”). This system consists

and organisational preparation, financial plan and

of a unified European radio communication GSM-R

programme of building and operating motorways. The

(Global System for Mobile Communications - Railway)

third phase is negotiating the agreement. When all

and a unified European safety control system ETCS

the proceedings are finished, the minister in charge

(European Train Control System). Public procurement

of transport matters concludes an agreement with

rules will apply in this case.
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From 1 January 2010, due to the liberalisation of railway

MVYL_HTWSLPU4VKSPU3\ISPU)PHé`Z[VR6WVSLVY

transport law, carriers throughout the EU will be able

Koszalin. These investments are part of preparations for

to operate on the Polish passenger railway transport

EURO 2012 in Poland and could be performed with aid

market. It opens up a great opportunity for carriers to

from EU funds.

set up business in Poland and compete with national

In addition, there are plans for a central airport hub,

railway companies.

which will be a key element for Eastern-European
multimodal transport system. Possible locations are:
Radom, Sochaczew and Mszczonów. This investment

8.3 Airports

will be one of the largest in recent years.

Rules for building and operating airports are set out

8.4 Water management
infrastructure

in the Aviation Law and the Act on Specific Rules for
Preparing and Performing the Investment Concerning
Public Airports.
An airport can be built with a permit from the
President of the Office of Civil Aviation. This permit

The Act on Collective Water Supply and Collective

can be granted to: state and local government bodies,

Disposal of Sewage sets out rules and conditions about

companies in the meaning of Polish Commercial

collective water supplies intended for use by people

Companies Code, and co-operatives registered

and the collective disposal of sewage. It also regulates

in Poland, associations and individuals residing in

the activities of water-sewage enterprises.

Poland.

Collective water supply and collective disposal of

To build an airport and perform the investment in a

sewage is the responsibility of the local authorities.

given area, the relevant regional governor has to grant

However, it can be commissioned to a private entity in

permission. In this decision, the local governor will set

a tender organised under the public procurement law

out the location of the airport, divide the real property

or by granting a licence. Currently the licensing system

and grant a building permit.

is becoming more and more popular, as it is an easier

Currently there are various plans to build regional and

way to repair and modernise the water management

local airports with the participation of foreign capital,

infrastructure.
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Tariffs of the services are fixed by water-sewage

The President of the Electronic Communications

enterprises and approved by the local council.

Office is the administrative organ responsible for the
regulation and development of telecommunications
market in Poland. One of the most important goals

8.5 Telecommunications
infrastructure

currently is to introduce a project of high-speed

Regulations concerning telecommunications

8.6 European Football
Championship
EURO 2012

infrastructure and services are set out in the
Telecommunication Law.
In the case of ground telephony, the company TP S.A.,
owned by France Telecom, has a dominant position on
the Polish market. There have been recent attempts to

Internet, which will be one of the largest infrastructure
investments in incoming years.

open the system up to competitors by letting them use

In 2007, the Poland and Ukraine offer was chosen by

TP S.A. infrastructure. It is achieved by imposing on TP

UEFA’s Executive Committee to organise the European

S.A. certain duties and obligations in specific of sharing

Football Championship EURO 2012. In order to

network facilities. Such duties are imposed by the

guarantee that the preparation of the tournament will go

President of the Electronic Communications Office.

well, the Polish Parliament enacted the special act of

In the case of mobile telephony there are four

EURO 2012. This act defines the conditions facilitating

competing operators acting on the Polish market, of

the co-ordination and supervision of preparatory

which one of them, Polkomtel, is state-owned.

undertakings for the organisation of the EURO 2012

The telecommunications market in Poland is a

tournament in Poland, in particular within the scope of

regulated market. It means that, due to its special

infrastructure.

importance for state and society, the regulations are

Under this act, the Council of Ministers of the Republic

stricter and further reaching than in other business

of Poland issued a directive defining the preparatory

areas.

undertakings. Preparatory undertakings are related to
design, construction, redevelopment and renovation

Infrastructure
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of stadiums, other buildings, sporting facilities, roads
and other communication facilities etc. Wide ranges
of investments are advanced. However, there is still a
chance to become a contractor or a subcontractor in
various fields of these investments. It is worth noting
that, in order to accelerate the works connected with
the undertakings, it was necessary to simplify and
facilite the legal procedures, in particular administrative,
which had to be conducted.
Under this Act of EURO 2012, the main role in coordinating the organisation the European Football
Championship will be played by PL.2012 Limited
Liability Company. PL.2012 is working closely with the
Ministry of Sport and Tourism, UEFA, the Polish FA and
the representatives from Ukraine. It is responsible for
the co-ordination of the work of host city organisational
bodies.
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There are over 400 legislative acts and regulations

Q a

licence for the emission of noise to the environment.

governing environment protection in Poland. The most

According to the applicable regulations, certain

important are: the Act on Environmental Protection from

facilities posing an insignificant impact on environment

27 April 2001, the Act on Waste and the Water Law

do not require these licences. It is sufficient to

of 18 July 2001. These acts, along with the legal acts

submit the relevant notification to the administrative

described below, were adopted in order to bring Polish

authorities

law into line with community requirements.

9.1 Environmental permits

9.2 Waste management
Waste is managed under “waste management plans”

Facilities posing a particular environment threat are

adopted at a national and local government level.

required to hold an integrated permit. This permit

Companies conducting specialised activity in the

covers all the issues concerning the facilities’ impact on

scope of waste management must have a separate

the environment.

administrative licence.

Facilities requiring an integrated licence are submitted

All waste management and waste production licences

to more restrictive environmental requirements (the

must be consistent with the waste management plans.

Best Available Techniques – “BAT”).

The current Polish law is relatively liberal regarding

For facilities that do not require an integrated licence, a

corporate liability concerning waste management.

sector licence is usually required. This licence governs

The main obligation of companies is to transfer

particular forms of environmental impact, such as:

waste to entities holding required permits for waste

Q a

licence for emitting gases or dust into the air

management.

Q a

licence for the specific use of inland waters (for

By transferring waste to specialised and entitled

the intake of underground or surface waters, for the

entities, the company also transfers liability for the

release of sewage into the water or the soil, for the

production of waste.

release to sewage systems of substances that are

There are no taxes in Poland on the production of

particularly hazardous to the water environment, etc.)

waste. Fees are only incurred by entities storing waste

Q a

licence to produce waste

on landfills. Companies producing waste incur only the
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costs of transferring it to another entity, or its own costs

should be achieved by 2014, with lower but steadily

of waste management.

increasing levels in force before then).

In the near future, the waste management regulations

Companies can transfer their recovery and recycling

are expected to change, as the current system does

obligations to specialised “recovery organisations”,

not guarantee the full compliance of Polish obligations

where the payment for such services is considered to

towards the EU regarding limiting the amount of waste

meet the company’s obligations in that scope.

stored in landfills.

If companies fail to meet their obligations of recovery
and recycling (independently or by conducting an
appropriate agreement with a recovery organisation),
then the company will be charged a “product fee”.

9.3 Recovery and
recycling of products
and packaging

9.4 Air protection

The applicable regulations impose an obligation on

Air protection is mostly achieved through the

companies marking packaging, products in packaging

requirement to obtain an integrated permit, a licence

and certain specified products to provide recovery

to emit gas or dust into the air, or by submitting the

and recycling of some of the products. In addition

relevant notification.

to packaging, the obligation covers tyres, batteries,

Applicable regulations set out precise emission

lubrication oils, and electric and electronic devices.

standards for particular installations, which are the

There are also special obligations on companies

basis for issuing such licences.

producing or importing vehicles. The obligations are

Any emission of gas or dust to the air leads to the

limited to the need to provide a nation-wide recovery

payment of relevant fees.

network for used vehicles (without the need to indicate

Regardless of this, there are particular regulations

particular recovery or recycling levels).

governing:

Required recovery and recycling levels are varied – and

Q the

protection of the ozone layer

regarding packaging can be as much as 60% (this level

Q the

emission of greenhouse gases.
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The greenhouse gases reduction system concerns

9.6 Flora protection

companies operating medium and large installations
in the energy, metallurgical and iron and steel, mineral

An indication of flora protection can be seen by the

and paper sector. In order to be covered by the system,

requirement to obtain licences for cutting down trees.

an individual licence for participation in the emission

Tree removal also leads to additional taxes, though

trade system is necessary. The permitted greenhouse

payment can be postponed and amortised if the

emission level is defined in a personal allocation on

company that wishes to cut down trees replants the

the basis of a regulation by the Council of Ministers.

appropriate trees elsewhere.

Exceeding this level leads to an additional fine.
Entitlements for greenhouse gas emission can be freely
traded and sold.

9.7 Soil pollution

9.5 Water protection

Polish law concerning land reclamation and the need to
protect acquired rights has been amended many times
and is very complex.

Water protection is ensured by the requirement to

In general, there are some precise standards in force

obtain an integrated permit or licence for the particular

concerning soil and land, which, if exceeded, results in

use of inland waters. Licences are not generally

the soil being deemed polluted and where reclamation

required if a company is connected to the public water

measures are necessary.

supply and drains sewage to the public sewage system

It is crucial to know precisely when the soil became

(with the exception of draining harmful substances to

polluted. All land polluted before 30 April 2007 should

the water environment through the sewage system).

be reclaimed by the current owners. For pollution made

Taking water from another source, or disposing of

after that time the polluter bears liability.

sewage to the water system or the ground, leads to

Reclamation consists in restoring the soil quality to

separate fees. Entities using waterworks and sewage

within the quality standards. There are some exceptions

companies do not pay this tax, but incur only the costs

for land polluted before 1980, for which the reclamation

of the company’s services.

obligation is very limited.
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9.8 Protected areas
Part of Poland is covered by additional protection. The

9.9 Sanctions and liability
for a violation of rules

protection covers:
Q national
Q wildlife

parks

reserves

Q landscape
Q protected
Q areas

parks

landscape areas

covered by the “Natura 2000” programme

Q ecological
Q natural

land

landscapes.

Depending on the kind of protection, there are
various prohibitions on environmental or landscaping
interference valid for specific areas, including a ban on
commencing new business activity.

Sanctions for violations are varied. They can include:
Q additional

fees (“increased fees”) for using the

environment without the necessary licences
Q administrative
Q fines

fees for violating the conditions of licences

(of up to PLN 5,000), arrest (for up to 30 days) or

the restriction of liberty – inflicted only on individuals
for minor offences
Q imprisonment

– inflicted only on individuals for

significant violations
Q administrative

decisions on the discontinuation of a

company’s business activity.

Particularly significant are prohibitions concerning

In addition to these sanctions, the administrative

“Natura 2000” areas. These areas will finally cover over

authorities are entitled to demand that all

1/5 of the country. Performing any investments in these

consequences of any violation of the provisions of the

areas comes with a number of conditions: additional

Act on Environmental Protection be remedied.

administrative permits, lack of alternative solutions,
providing compensation for any disturbance to nature.

Gide Loyrette Nouel

These limitations also concern areas adjacent to

Warsaw is a partner

“Natura 2000” areas.

company of ZPGO

Particularly restrictive conditions for investments

(Waste Management

concern “Natura 2000” areas, which have been created

Employers’

with the aim of protecting priority species.

Association)
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Most of the regulations on consumer protection result

GPSA may place additional requirements that affect the

from the adoption of the acquis communautaire

actions of the supplier.

following Poland’s accession to the European Union.

Consumers are also protected against damage caused

The relevant EC Directives have been implemented

by dangerous products. In such cases, liability is borne

into the Civil Code as well as into separate acts of

by producers, importers, and, in certain circumstances,

Parliament.

by sellers. A manufacturer that generates hazardous
products is responsible for any potential injury caused
by such products. In addition, manufacturers of

10.1 Product safety

materials and producers of end products bear the
same liability, unless the injury results exclusively
from the defective construction of a given product

Producers and sellers of goods purchased by

or the instructions provided by the manufacturer.

consumers bear special responsibilities. Generally, they

Compensation is only due where such damage exceeds

must ensure that their products are as safe as possible

the polish equivalent up to EUR 500.

and that they comply with all the required standards.
A safe product is one that, under normal or reasonably
foreseeable conditions of use (including length of use),
presents only minimal risks to human health and safety.
A dangerous product is defined as one that fails to
meet this criterion.

10.2 Consumer interests
10.2.1 Abusive contract clauses

Consumers have the right of access to full information
about a given product, to be able to assess any

All contracts with consumers are subject to special

potential risks associated with its use.

rules. These rules apply mainly to “standard

The General Product Safety Act dated 12 December

agreements”, the terms of which are set unilaterally

2003 (“GPSA”) applies to the supply of all brand new

by sellers and suppliers. One disadvantage is that

and used products to consumers. Where industry-

standard agreements cannot be negotiated, although

specific legislation sets out certain product safety

they largely facilitate the commercial exchange. To

requirements, such requirements always prevail over

protect consumers, the Civil Code prohibits the use

the corresponding GPSA requirements. However, the

of “abusive clauses” that infringe consumer rights or
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go against the generally accepted good practices.

10.2.2 Consumer sale

If entered/incorporated in a contract, such abusive
clauses are not binding.

Special importance is attached to sale and purchase

The Civil Code lists clauses deemed to be abusive.

agreements with consumers. Polish law imposes

Where there is any doubt, a clause will be deemed

stringent requirements on business sellers, including

unlawful if:

an obligation to display clear and accurate product

Q it

information and to guarantee that products comply with

excludes or substantially limits the performance

liability to the consumer’s disadvantage
Q it

contains terms that the consumer could not have

known before the contract was concluded
Q it

requires that the consumer enters into further

similar contracts in the future.

the terms of sale.
Under the 2002 Consumer Sales Act, the seller
has to guarantee that the goods he sells satisfy the
requirements provided by the contract for a period of
two years following their delivery. If such goods do

The Civil Code also provides that contractual terms

not meet the contractual requirements, consumers

must be drafted in a plain, intelligible language, and

are entitled to request the goods to be repaired or

states that any ambiguities should be resolved in favour

replaced. If it is impossible, consumers have the right

of the consumers.

to request a price discount or their contract to be

0[ZOV\SKILUV[LK[OH[[OL7YLZPKLU[VM[OL6MÄJLMVY

rescinded.

Competition and Consumer Protection (“President of the

A seller who is liable towards a consumer can in turn

OCCP”) maintains a Register of Abusive Clauses. New

hold the producer liable, under the terms of their

terms are added to this Register if they are declared

commercial relationship.

abusive by the Court for Competition and Consumer

The legislation also provides that consumer guarantees

Protection in Warsaw. All such terms become effective

must be drafted clearly and they must state what rights

towards all, and their application constitutes a criminal

they confer.

VMMLUJLZ\IQLJ[[VHÄUL>OH[PZTVYL[OL\ZLVM

Stricter rules apply to distance selling, i.e. sales by

abusive clauses infringes collective consumer interests,

internet, telephone or post. Consumers are entitled

HZKLÄULKI`[OL(J[VU*VTWL[P[PVUHUK

to withdraw from a contract within 10 days from the

Consumer Protection (“Competition Act”).

delivery of a product or the conclusion of a service
contract.
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10.2.3 Consumer credit

which the right holder is obliged to make an annual flat
rate payment.

The Consumer Credit Act of 20 July 2001 regulates

The act provides for the following protection to

agreements by which businesses grant or promise to

timeshare buyers:

grant credit to a consumer.

Q the

right to a 10-day cooling off period in which

The most common forms of consumer credit facility

consumers can withdraw from the agreement without

are:

any reason and without any liability towards the

Q loan

agreements

Q credit

agreements (as defined in the Banking Law)

Q agreements

on postponing the payment by the

consumer.
When entering into a credit agreement, consumers

timeshare provider (apart from having to pay the cost
of the contract)
Q a

strict prohibition on the timeshare provider soliciting

money from consumers during the cooling off period
Q the

timeshare providers’ obligation to provide

enjoy certain rights, such as:

consumers with a brochure, which forms part of the

Q the

right to redeem a loan before it matures

timeshare contract, drafted in their own language, as

Q the

right to rescind an agreement under certain

circumstances.

long as it is an official language
Q the

timeshare providers’ obligation to provide

Lenders, on the other hand, have certain duties, such as:

consumers with a translation of the contract into an

Q duty

official language of the country where the timeshare

to notify the consumer of the current interest

rate
Q duty

accommodation is located
to pay all costs in connection with the loan,

including interest, commission, etc.

Q any

credit agreement concluded on the basis or in

relation with the timeshare contract is rescinded
automatically together with the timeshare contract.

10.2.4 Timeshare

Moreover, a typical timeshare contract must include all
the information required by the act, for example:
Q names

The 2000 Timeshare Act regulates the right to use a

and addresses of the parties and of the owner

of accommodation

holiday property for a certain period of time (one week

Q accurate

or more) every year under a timeshare agreement. The

Q amount

term of the agreement is at least three years, during

description of the property

of the flat rate annual charge, plus other

charges relating to the facility.
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10.2.5 Unfair commercial
practices

Proceedings against unfair commercial practices
may be initiated by consumer organisations or the
undertakings threatened by such practices.

Some commercial practices are regulated by the 1993

Commercial practices that harm consumer’s interests

Unfair Competition Act (see chapter 11.5 below).

are also regulated bythe 2007 Unfair Market Practices

Pursuant to the Unfair Competition Act, an “act of unfair

Act. The act defines and prohibits any unfair,

competition” means any “act contrary to the law or

misleading and aggressive commercial practices, which

good practice, which threatens or infringes the interests

may in particular consist of:

of other enterprises or customers”.

Q misleading

Practices prohibited by the act include:
Q naming

an enterprise with the intent to mislead clients

as to its identity
Q misleading

a client as to the key attributes of

products or services
Q inciting

to the non-performance or improper

performance of a contract
Q counterfeiting

products and misleading a client as to

their identity
Q selling

Q bribing

Q spreading

false information about the product or

service
Q claiming

to be a signatory of a code of conduct when

a trader is not
Q falsely

stating that a product will only be available for

a very limited time
Q creating

an impression that the consumer cannot

leave the premises until a contract is concluded

products or services to clients tied with a

premium of products or services of a different kind
Q engaging

a consumer as to the key attributes of

products or services

Q explicitly

informing a consumer the trader’s job or life

depends on the conclusion of the contract.

in unfair or prohibited advertising

The Unfair Market Practices Act grants consumers

a person performing a public function

a direct right of action. The consumer has a right to

Q discriminatory

contracting and selling below the

costs.

demand from the trader to:
Q cease

the illegal practice

Please note that the Unfair Competition Act does not

Q remove

provide to consumers a direct right of action, which

Q make

means that they cannot take a case to court.

Q award

the effects of unlawful acts

a statement with relevant contents and form
damages for the loss suffered.
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10.3 Consumer
information

1993 Unfair Competition Act, the 2007 Competition Act
and the 2007 Unfair Market Practices Act.
As mentioned above, consumers cannot bring action
in their own name, except under the provisions of the

Polish Law requires that consumers are provided

Unfair Market Practices Act.

with easy access to clear information in business-to-

Claims under the Unfair Competition Act can be

consumer transactions. Consumer information must

brought by consumer associations or the undertakings

always be correct and complete in all respects, such as

threatened by unfair practices.

price, quantity, maintenance and associated risks.

The President of the OCCP is the only authority

In accordance with the provisions of the Competition

empowered to issue decisions prohibiting certain

Act, a failure to impart fair, truthful and complete

practices on the grounds that they are detrimental to

information to consumers constitutes a practice

consumer interests and requesting that infringements

infringing the consumers’ collective interest, i.e. one

be remedied. The President of the OCCP can also

which may potentially affect an unlimited number of

fine the infringing party up to 10% of its total annual

people.

turnover. The President of the OCCP is also responsible
for screening standard consumer agreements and
ensuring product safety.

10.4 Enforcement

In cases concerning the use of unfair contractual
terms the procedure is different. Claims may be
brought by anyone exposed to such unfair terms,

In Poland, consumer protection regulations can be

as well as by any of the above-mentioned consumer

enforced under either private or public law provisions.

protection entities. The court that considers such

0U[OLÄYZ[JHZLP[PZTVZ[S`WYP]H[LHJ[VYZPLPUKP]PK\HS

claims is the Court for Competition and Consumer

consumers and businesses) that resort to the mechanisms

Protection in Warsaw. A decision barring the use

of private law to have various disputes resolved. Public

of a given abusive clause is published in the official

authorities mainly rely on public law remedies such as

Q\KPJPHSHUKLJVUVTPJQV\YUHS¸4VUP[VY:ǃKV^`

PU]LZ[PNH[P]LWV^LYZPUQ\UJ[PVUZHUKÄULZ

i Gospodarczy”, and sent to the President of the

The key procedures that may be used against enterprises

OCCP who introduces it to the Register of Abusive

suspected of infringing consumer rights are set out in the

Clauses.
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Cases that do not qualify for any of the above
procedures can be brought:
Q before

a common court, on the basis of standard civil

procedure provided for in the Code of Civil Procedure
or
Q before

a consumer settlement court, on the basis

of an arbitration procedure, though the enterprise
concerned must consent to the proceedings.
Finally, the 2010, Act on Pursuing Claims in Group
proceedings (“Class Action Act”) represents a
considerable step in the matter of the Consumer
Protection or private enforcement of Competition law.
From now, a group of at least ten (natural or legal)
persons can jointly pursue their claims. The scope
of application encompasses consumer protection,
product liability and acts in tort (thus including
infringements of competition law). In this kind of groups,
not all the members will act as claimants, they will
select from among themselves a representative of the
group, who will be able to bring a class action for the
benefit of all the members. This representative can be
a member of the group or the consumer ombudsman.
Before courts, the group can only be represented by a
lawyer.
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The 2007 Act on Competition and Consumer Protection
(“Competition Act”), is the principal legal vehicle for
controlling mergers, anti-competitive agreements

11.1.1 Anti-competitive
agreements and practices

between undertakings and abuses of a dominant

The most common example of an anti-competitive

position. It sets out the main objectives of Polish

arrangement is an agreement on prices, where

competition policy, which include:

undertakings jointly fix price levels, as a result of which

Q a

consumers are unable to take advantage of competition

prohibition on concerted practices, agreements and

associations between undertakings that may prevent,

between suppliers to obtain competitive prices.

restrict or distort competition, and a prohibition on

Other types of prohibited agreements are those that:

the abuse of a dominant position

Q limit

Q a

preventive supervision of any mergers that may

or control production, markets, technical

development or investment

significantly impede effective competition in a given

Q share

markets or sources of supply

market, by approving or prohibiting the envisaged

Q apply

dissimilar conditions to equivalent transactions

alliances.
Other aspects of Polish competition law include
the supervision of aid granted by the State, or from

with different trading partners, thereby placing one
partner at a competitive disadvantage
Q make

the conclusion of a contract subject to the

State resources in any form, if it threatens to distort

trading partner accepting supplementary obligations

competition by favouring certain undertakings or the

that, by their nature or according to commercial usage,

production of certain goods.

have no connection with the subject of the contract.
Such agreements are prohibited in Poland under Article
6 of the Competition Act and the Polish competition

11.1 Anti-trust regulations

authorities have been empowered to enforce this
prohibition.
It should be noted, however, that the implementing

In the Polish context, the rules governing anti-

regulations render this prohibition inapplicable to an

competitive agreements and practices (cartels and

HNYLLTLU[[OH[NLULYH[LZLUV\NOILULÄ[Z[VV\[^LPNO

other forms of collusion) and the rules prohibiting

its anti-competitive effects. Such agreements are said to

abuses of dominant position can both be described as

be exempt from the prohibition on restrictive agreements

anti-trust rules.

prescribed in Article 6 of the Competition Act.
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The most important rules in this respect are provided

It should be noted that some agreements and

by a number of regulations issued by the Council of

business practices restricting competition are deemed

Ministers under Article 8 §3 of the Competition Act

particularly serious as they do not normally produce

(“Block Exemption Regulations”). Block exemption

any beneficial effects. They therefore almost always

regulations exist, for instance, for vertical agreements,

infringe competition law. Under Polish law, the most

R&D agreements, specialisation agreements, insurance

important examples on the horizontal level include

agreements, technology transfer agreements and car

agreements between competitors that fix prices,

distribution agreements. Where an agreement meets

allocate markets or restrict the quantity of goods or

the conditions set out in a block exemption regulation,

services to be produced, bought or supplied. Examples

it is deemed to be valid and enforceable, even though it

of such hardcore restrictions in vertical relationships

may have appreciable anti-competitive effects.

are resale price maintenance and certain

Another important exemption is called the “de minimis”

territorial restrictions. Such restrictions are known as

exemption based on the assumption that the impact of

blacklisted clauses and prevent an agreement from

certain agreements or practices on competition can be

qualifying for a block exemption or the de minimis

considered to be non-appreciable. This applies where

exemption. Furthermore, agreements containing

the total market share of the undertakings involved

blacklisted clauses are unlikely to be exempted on the

remains below specified thresholds: 5% with respect

basis of an individual assessment.

to agreements between competitors and 10% with

The most important cases for horizontal and vertical

respect to agreements between undertakings that do

agreements in Poland concerned the construction

not compete with each other.

materials and fuels sector.

Finally, even where an anti-competitive agreement does
not fall within any of the above exemptions, it may be still
allowed on the basis of an individual assessment under

11.1.2 Abuse of market power

Article 8 §1 of the Competition Act, also called “the rule
VMYLHZVU¹;VILULÄ[MYVT[OPZ¸PUKP]PK\HSL_LTW[PVU¹[OL

The Competition Act also prohibits any abuse of market

\UKLY[HRPUNZJVUJLYULKT\Z[WYV]L[OH[[OLILULÄ[ZVM

power, often referred to as “market dominance”. An

their agreement to general welfare (product improvement,

undertaking is said to hold a dominant position when

[LJOUPJHSVYLJVUVTPJWYVNYLZZILULÄ[Z[VJVUZ\TLYZ

its economic power enables it to operate in a market

outweigh their restrictive effects on competition.

without considering the reaction of its competitors or
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intermediate or final customers. There is a presumption

11.2 Merger control

that a market share of 40% is significant and hence
indicative of a dominant position. However, there

The control of mergers and acquisitions is an

may be factors permitting the conclusion that an

important component of competition policy. In

undertaking with 40% of the market is not dominant.

general, only mergers that would significantly impede

Some examples of abuses of a dominant position may

effective competition, in particular through creating

be:

or strengthening a dominant market position, are

Q the

direct or indirect imposition of unfair prices,

including excessively high or low prices
Q a

significantly deferred payment terms or other unfair

conditions of purchase or sale
Q the

transactions is also governed by the Competition Act. It
imposes on firms an obligation to seek prior clearance
for certain large-scale mergers.

restriction of production, supply or technical

development to the detriment of customers
Q the

prohibited in Poland. The system for monitoring merger

application of dissimilar or burdensome

conditions to equivalent transactions
Q making

the conclusion of an agreement subject

11.2.1 General obligation
to notify

to acceptance or performance of another service

The Competition Act contains a two-fold test to

that has no substantial or customary relation to the

establish whether the Polish competition authority,

subject of the agreement

namely the president of the Office for Competition and

Q hindering

the creation and development of

competition.

Consumer Protection (“OCCP”), has jurisdiction.
The first test is that the transaction must be a

Market behaviour that constitutes abuse of a dominant

“concentration”, defined as:

position generally lacks legal effect.

Q the

In Poland, rules on a dominant position have been used
most frequently to control the exercise of monopoly
power in the liberalised energy market, and in the
telecommunication, waste disposal and water supply
sectors.

intended merger of two or more independent

undertakings
Q an

intended takeover – whether by acquiring or taking

up shares or by obtaining direct or indirect control of
the undertaking in some other way
Q the

intended creation of a joint undertaking by one or

more undertakings
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Q the

intended acquisition of a part of the assets of

both of undertakings participating directly in the

the undertaking (all or part of the undertaking’s

concentration and of other undertakings belonging to

business), if the turnover generated by such assets

the same capital groups.

in Poland in either of the two years preceding the

A concentration that does not meet the above threshold

notification exceeded the Polish equivalent up to EUR

of EUR 1,000,000,000 is still notifiable if the combined

10,000,000.

Polish turnover of all the parties participating in the

As a rule, the notification requirement only applies

transaction exceeds the equivalent of EUR 50,000,000

to transactions concluded in Poland. However, the

in the financial year preceding the year of notification.

OCCP extends its jurisdiction to include transactions
concluded anywhere in the world where: (a) they are
considered a concentration under Polish law and (b)
they have, or may have, effects in Poland.
It should be noted that extra-territorial concentrations

11.2.2 Exemptions from the
notification obligation

are deemed to have effects in Poland if at least two of

There are a number of exemptions from the notification

the parties directly involved in the concentration belong

obligation. The most important of them is commonly

to capital groups with subsidiaries in Poland.

referred to as the “turnover exemption” or the “de

The second test of the OCCP’s jurisdiction involves a

minimis exemption”.

turnover threshold which is designed to identify those

If the target’s Polish turnover did not exceed the Polish

transactions that may have an impact in Poland.

equivalent up to EUR 10,000,000 in each of the two

The obligation to notify the concentration to the

years preceding the year in which notification would

OCCP concerns transactions in which the combined

otherwise have to be made, the transaction does

worldwide turnover of all the parties participating in

not fall within the scope of the Polish merger control

the transaction (i.e. the capital groups they belong to)

rules. Please note that this exemption only applies to

exceeds the Polish equivalent of EUR 1,000,000,000 in

transactions that involve a takeover of control.

the financial year preceding the year of notification. In

In general, the relevant turnover will be calculated as

this respect, the combined worldwide turnover of both

all amounts received by the target and its subsidiaries

parties to the transaction is intended as a measure of

from the sale of products and the provision of

the general scale of the undertakings concerned. Note

services derived from transactions entered into with

that turnover as defined here includes the turnover
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undertakings whose registered office is in Poland or

11.2.3 Investigation procedure

with individuals domiciled in Poland.
In addition to the de minimis exemption described above,

Merger control notification is to be made on an official

there are four other exemptions. These apply when:

form, which is strictly prescribed by a Regulation of

Q a

the Council of Ministers dated 17 July 2007 regarding

financial institution, whose normal activities

include investing in the stocks and shares of other

notification of an intention to concentrate.

undertakings, either as principal or as agent, makes

Clearance is a condition precedent to completing a

temporary purchases of stocks and shares with a

transaction, which means that the transaction cannot

view to reselling them, provided that resale takes

be completed without obtaining approval from the

place within one year of the date of purchase and

OCCP. The only exception is provided for public bids

provided that:

for listed companies, where the acquiring party may

O the

finalise the bid but is required to abstain from exercising

institution does not exercise any rights attaching

to these stocks or shares, save for the right to a

voting rights before receiving the clearance decision.

dividend, or
O the

institution exercises those rights solely in order to

facilitate the resale of all or part of an undertaking, its
property, or the stocks and shares themselves
Q an

undertaking makes temporary purchases of

11.2.5 Time constraints
and fees

stocks and shares for the purpose of securing debts,

As a rule, the OCCP has two months from the date

provided this undertaking does not exercise the rights

of filing the notification to examine any merger and to

attached to these stocks or shares, save for the right

issue either a clearance or a prohibition. The absence

to sell them

of any response within this period is deemed to be a

Q the

concentration occurs in the course of insolvency

tacit acceptance of the notified transaction.

proceedings, save for cases where the party

Please note, however, that this statutory period is

intending to take control is a competitor of the

suspended in the event of an official request for

undertaking taken over or belongs to a capital group

additional data or information to be submitted by the

to which competitors of the undertaking belong

parties. Therefore, if the notification is incomplete or if

Q the

concentration concerns undertakings from the

same capital group.

the OCCP takes a particular interest in the transaction,
the procedure could take longer to complete.
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In practice, if the transaction does not give rise to any

within two months of the date the relevant ruling is

specific competition concerns, clearance is usually

received.

granted within the statutory investigation period.

There is a system of fines that may be imposed by the

The procedure may even be accelerated where

OCCP for a failure to comply with competition law. The

comprehensive market information is provided.

penalties are discretionary and may range:

The official fee payable on filing the notification is PLN

Q up

5,000.

to 10% of the total annual revenue of an entity

where that entity enters into an agreement aimed at
preventing, restricting or distorting competition, or it
abuses its dominant position, or it proceeds with a

11.3 Enforcement

merger before obtaining a clearance decision from
the President of the OCCP
Q the

PLN equivalent of up to EUR 50,000,000 where

The Competition Act is enforced by the president of the

no information, or incorrect or false information, was

OCCP, which is the central administrative body. The

provided during merger or antimonopoly inspection

decisions and guidelines of the OCCP, as well as court
rulings issued pursuant to appeals against decisions

proceedings
Q the

PLN equivalent of up to EUR 10,000 for each day

of the OCCP, may be published in the Official Journal

of delay in complying with a decision of the president

of the Office. Administrative decisions of the OCCP

of the OCCP or with a ruling of the Competition and

related to competition law may be appealed against

Consumer Protection Court.

to a special court set up within the Warsaw Regional

In addition, the Competition Act sets out penalties that

Court (the “Competition and Consumer Protection

may be imposed by the OCCP on an individual acting

Court”). Appeal applications against a Competition and

as a manager or member of a governing body of an

Consumer Protection Court ruling may be filed to an

entity or group of entities (up to a maximum of 50 times

appeal court. Appellate proceedings are governed by

the average remuneration) for breaching the law.

the provisions on commercial matters in the Code on

Fines imposed by the OCCP may be appealed to the

Civil Proceedings.

Competition and Consumer Protection Court. Such

A second instance ruling may be further appealed to

fines constitute revenue of the State budget and may

the Supreme Court, whatever the amount involved,

be collected pursuant to executory administrative

but only on questions of law. The appeal must be filed

proceedings (involving forced seizure of assets and
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measures related to bank accounts and other property
of a debtor).

11.4 State aid

If a non notified concentration, or a concentration
implemented without a prior consent of OCCP, poses

On Poland’s accession to the European Union, EU

a substantial threat to competition on the market,

rules on state aid became directly applicable in Poland.

OCCP may issue a disinvestment decision if the

The EC Treaty prohibits any aid granted by the state,

restoration of competition on the market is no possible

or from state resources in any form whatsoever, if it

otherwise. The decision, while setting a time limit for its

distorts or threatens to distort competition by favouring

implementation, may provide in particular for:

certain firms or the production of certain goods. By

Q separating

giving certain firms or products favoured treatment

the merged undertaking under conditions

defined in the decision

to the detriment of other firms or products, state aid

Q disposing

of all or part of the undertaking’s assets

seriously disrupts normal competitive forces.

Q disposing

of shares granting control over the

The aid in question can take a variety of forms such as,

undertaking or undertakings, or dissolving the jointly

for instance:

controlled company.

Q state

grants

These sanctions may only be imposed within five years

Q interest

from the date of implementing the concentration.

Q tax

The Competition Act provides a possibility to apply

Q state

for leniency. Pursuant to Article 109, participants to

Q provision

a prohibited agreement may apply for full or partial

relief

relief
guarantees
of goods and services belonging to the

state on preferential terms.

immunity from fine if their co-operation with OCCP

In Poland, the main actor in this area is the President of

serves to sanction the practice.

the OCCP. Its competences in the field of State Aid

It should be noted that the average amount of fines is

President of the Office:

increasing and a stricter fining policy is being seen. The

Q carries

OCCP has taken steps to improve their transparency
though.

out proceedings regarding preparations for

notification of draft aid schemes, drafts of individual
aid and individual aid for restructuring
Q co-operates

with entities preparing aid schemes, aid

granting authorities, entities applying for aid and aid
beneficiaries with respect to State aid
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Q represents

Poland in proceedings before the

Commission and the Courts of the European Union
Q carries

out proceedings regarding State aid

recovering
Q monitors

the State aid granted to undertakings.

raise claims on the basis of the unfair competition
regulations. Where an act of unfair competition violates
or threatens the interests of consumers, organisations
with relevant statutory powers may raise claims.
A claimant claiming under the unfair competition
regulations may request the court to:

11.5 Unfair competition

Q order

the defendant to cease the unlawful acts

Q order

the defendant to remove the effects of unlawful

acts
Q order

the defendant to make a statement at its own

Since the over-riding principle of the provisions

expense with relevant contents and form, for example

described above is to combat agreements and

by publishing the decision in the dispute in one or

practices threatening the “public interest”, they should

more journals

not affect market behaviour that is only harmful to the

Q award

individual interests of companies or consumers.

Q order

However, such market behaviour can be considered
“unfair competition” and come under the 1993 Unfair
Competition Act (see chapter 10.2 above).
Acts of unfair competition do not in principle constitute

damages for the loss suffered

the defendant to surrender benefits obtained

improperly
Q order

the defendant to pay a sum for specific social

purposes related to supporting Polish culture or
protecting national heritage.

a criminal offence under Polish law, and therefore they

At the request of the indemnified party, the court

are not prosecuted in criminal courts. Claims arising

may also order the disposal of products, packaging,

from unfair competition regulations are enforced

advertising materials and other articles directly related

through the civil courts, as they are similar to tort

to the infringement. In particular, the court may order

claims.

their destruction or their application in satisfaction of

Nevertheless, there are some acts of unfair competition

damages.

that may constitute a criminal offence and thus give rise
to criminal liability.
Companies whose interests have been violated
or threatened by acts prohibited in the act may
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Intellectual property rights often constitute a significant
part of a company’s market value. Trade marks,
inventions, patents and industrial designs not only

Q the

Rome Convention for the Protection of

Performers, Producers of Phonograms and
Broadcasting Organisations (1961).

generate revenue, but they also foster trade flow,

Since 2004, Poland adheres to the European Patent

innovation and development. Therefore, high standards

Organisation and is a part to the European Patent

of IP protection are crucial for the promotion and

Treaty (1973). Since 2005, Poland also adheres to

facilitation of investments.

the World Trade Organisation (WTO) and is bound by

Polish law distinguishes between industrial property

Annex 1C of the Marrakesh Agreement Establishing the

rights, copyrights, neighbouring rights and unfair

WTO – Trade Related Aspects of Intellectually Property

competition.

Rights (TRIPS).
Upon Poland’s accession to the European Union in
2004, the Community Trade Mark and Community

12.1 Key legislation

Registered Design regulations became applicable in
Poland. Polish national legislation implements a number
of Community directives, such as the codified version

Intellectual property in Poland is protected by

of the Council Directive 89/104/EEC of 21 December

international and Community regulations, as well as

1988 (known as the “First Directive”) – Directive

relevant national legislation.

2008/95/EC of the European Parliament and of the

Poland is a party to a number of international treaties,

Council of 22 October 2008 to approximate the laws of

such as:

the Member States relating to trade marks, as well as

Q the

Directive 2004/48/EC of the European Parliament and

Paris Convention for the Protection of Industrial

Property (1883) – Stockholm Act (1975)

of the Council of 29 April 2004 on the enforcement of

Q the

Treaty on Patent Co-operation (1970)

intellectual property rights (also known as “IPR”).

Q the

Madrid Agreement on the International

Intellectual property protection at a national level is

Registration of Trade marks (1891) and the related

secured under:

Protocol (1989)

Q the

Q the

Berne Convention on the Protection of Literary

and Artistic Creations (1886)
Q Paris

Act (1971), as well as

Industrial Property Act of 30 June 2000,

which covers rights to trade marks, geographical
indications, inventions, industrial designs, utility
models, integrated circuits and rationalisation projects

Intellectual property
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Q the

Act on Copyright and Associated Rights of

the international registration system administered by

4 February 1994, which covers rights to creative

International Bureau of the World Intellectual Property

works (including literary, musical, photographic

Organisation in Genève). Where a trade mark is infringed,

and audiovisual works and computer software)

its holder may demand that infringement be ceased and

and neighbouring rights (including rights to

prohibited in future, that the results of the infringement

artistic performances, phonograms, videogames,

ILYLTLKPLK[OH[HU`\USH^M\SWYVÄ[ZILZ\YYLUKLYLK

broadcasts, first editions and scientific editions)

and that all losses be compensated for (also in form of

Q the

Act on Combating Unfair Competition of 16 April

a lump-sum compensation equal to the amount due for

1993, which sets out definitions of fair competition,

the licence of the trade mark infringed, which facilitates

including certain elements of intellectual property

claiming damages regarding the burden of proof). The

(such as enterprise and product identity)

holder can also demand that the products bearing

Q the

Civil Code of 23 April 1964, which provides the

counterfeit trade marks are destroyed and that the

basis for claims relating to the infringement of a

judgement be made public.

business name, and the violation of a company’s

Even before filing the law suit, the trade mark holder

personal rights and interests.

can be granted an injunction in order to cease the
illegal traffic for the time of the proceedings; an
injunction can also be claimed in order to preserve the

12.2 Industrial property
rights
12.2.1 Trade marks

evidence, as well as to obtain the relevant information,
including from third parties, about the channels of
distribution and storage of the counterfeit products
(all of these claims apply in general to other industrial
property rights).
The extent of protection depends on whether a given
trade mark qualifies as a “renowned trade mark”.

National trade marks are protected under the Industrial

Normally, a trade mark is only protected if its use in

Property Act by virtue of their registration with the Polish

connection with an identical or similar product creates

7H[LU[6MÄJLMVYLPNUUVUJVTT\UP[`[YHKLTHYRZ¸*;4¹

a risk of association between the two products.

ILULÄ[MYVTWYV[LJ[PVUHZ[OLUH[PVUHS[YHKLTHYRZ

However, in the case of renowned trade marks, it is not

upon the extension of their protection in Poland through

necessary to establish a risk of association in order to
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invalidate identical or similar trade marks. Protection

place, region or country, and which identifies certain

extends further, as it is possible to prevent a renowned

goods as originating from that location. However, a

trade mark from being used in connection with any kind

geographical indication can only be protected where

of product, especially if such use might be detrimental

the goods’ quality, reputation, or other characteristics

to the image of the renowned trade mark, or if it would

are primarily associated with their geographical origin.

give to the user a non-justified benefit.

Under Polish law, foreign geographical indications will

The entry on the market of a product bearing a trade

only be protected if they enjoy similar protection in their

mark gives exclusive rights to this particular trade

country of origin. National geographical indications

mark (for a given product), as long as the product

are not granted for the goods referred to in Council

was lawfully entered for the first time in the European

Regulation (EC) No 510/2006 of 20 March 2006 on the

Economic Area (the same rule applies for patents).

protection of geographical indications and designations

A trade mark is protected for a period of 10 years

of origin for agricultural products and foodstuffs and

from the date when an application for protection is

in Regulation (EC) No 110/2008 of the European

filed with the Patent Office. After that, it is possible

Parliament and of the Council of 15 January 2008 on

to apply for extensions. However, a trade mark may

the definition, description, presentation, labelling and

also be cancelled, for example in the case of genuine

the protection of geographical indications of spirit

non-use for five consecutive years without justification,

drinks.

or if it is established that a trade mark has lost its

Geographical indications are protected for an unlimited

distinctive character. Trade mark protection may also

period beginning on the date they are entered in the

be invalidated if the conditions to grant the exclusive

Register of Geographical Indications kept by the Patent

right were not met (for example a similar trade mark

Office.

with superior seniority was not taken into consideration
when registering the trade mark in question).

12.2.2 Geographical indications

12.2.3 Patents and inventions
Patents are granted to inventions that display the
required level of innovation compared with other

A geographical indication is a designation that,

inventions, and which are suitable for commercial

implicitly or explicitly, relates to the name of a town,

exploitation. They are protected for 20 years from the
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date when applications for protection are filed with the

12.2.4 Industrial designs

Patent Office.
Recent legislative changes to the Industrial Property

According to the Industrial Property Act, an industrial

Act have brought Polish law into line with European

design is a new form of product or its part. It is

Patent Organisation (“EPO”) requirements. Poland has

essential that the design has a unique character. This

been a member of the EPO since 1 March 2004.

can result from its lines, colour, shape or texture, or

The owner of a patent enjoys the exclusive right to

from the materials a product is made from. It may even

exploit the patented invention throughout Poland. He

result from the decoration of a product. Protection is

may transfer that right to a company for an agreed price

granted for up to 25 years, in five-year sub-periods,

or free of charge, or he may license it for exploitation

from when an application for protection is filed with the

by that entity. He might also declare before the Patent

Patent Office.

Office his intention to grant a licence to anyone (the

In addition to Polish protection, under the Community

“open licence”) – in this case the commencement of

Designs and Models legislation, designs and models

industrial exploitation of the invention equals entering

enjoy from protection even if they have not been

into an open licence agreement on the conditions set

registered, within three years from their public diffusion.

out by the owner of a patent (in particular an obligation

However, national industrial designs have to be

to pay remuneration amounting at most to 10% of

registered. The public announcement of a design by

profits generated by the licensee in line with the

its author or his legal successor, or made with their

exploitation of the invention).

consent, or made illegally by a third party against

An invention (including industrial designs and utility

their will, does not prevent registration, as long as

models) created by an employee or a contractor as part

registration is completed within 12 month from the

of their duties is owned by the employer or ordering

design being revealed to the public.

party. If, however, the invention was created outside

Exclusive protection does not cover the characteristics

of the scope of duties, but with the assistance of

of a product incorporating a design determined

any undertaking in the invention process, then that

exclusively by its technical function, and does not cover

undertaking enjoys the right to exploit the invention for

designs that have to be recreated in a form and shape

its business purposes, against fair remuneration paid

enabling a mechanic conjunction or interaction with an

for up to five years (unless the agreement provides

other product (such as non-original spare parts).

otherwise).
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12.2.5 Utility models
A utility model is a new and useful solution of a

12.3 Copyright and
neighbouring rights

technical nature affecting the shape, structure, or
arrangement of an object with a durable form. Utility

The Act on Copyright and Associated Rights

models may also be protected legally.

distinguishes moral (i.e. personal) and economic

Protection is granted for 10 years from when an

copyrights. In broad terms, moral rights are aimed at

HWWSPJH[PVUMVYWYV[LJ[PVUPZÄSLK0[NYHU[Z[OLILULÄJPHY`

protecting the author’s relationship with the work and

[OLL_JS\ZP]LYPNO[[VL_WSVP[[OL\[PSP[`TVKLSMVYWYVÄ[VY

include:

professional purposes in Poland. The scope of protection

Q the

right to be credited as the author of the work

PZZWLJPÄLKPU[OLKLZJYPW[PVUVM[OL\[PSP[`TVKLS

Q the

right to have the work published in the author’s

name, anonymously or pseudonymously

12.2.6 Integrated circuits

Q the

right to the integrity of the work (not to have the

work altered or destroyed without consent)
Q the

right to decide on the first publication of the work

An integrated circuit may be protected where it consists

Q the

right to supervise the use of the work.

of a three-dimensional arrangement of interconnections

In practice, the scope of protection granted by

and different elements, expressed in any form, where at

personal rights depends to a considerable extent on

least one of the elements is active. The topography of

the circumstances of the case, including the character

the circuit may be exploited exclusively by its owner for

of the work, its artistic or scientific value, the degree

profit or professional purposes in Poland.

of creativity involved, as well as the accepted and

A registered topography will be protected for 10 years

approved practices of a given industry or artistic circle.

from the end of the calendar year in which it was first

This reflects the fact that the relationship between the

marketed, or for 10 years from the end of the calendar

author and the work differs depending on the character

year in which the application for registration was filed

of the work. In Poland, it is not possible for an author

with the Patent Office, if earlier.

to waive or assign his personal rights. It is, however,
recognised that the author can undertake not to
perform its moral copyright.
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On the other hand, economic copyright is transferable.

computer software). Producers and importers of blank

Economic copyright allows its author to exploit the

devices and carriers that may be used for recording

work or to license its use in all fields of exploitation and

works and the subject of neighbouring rights (within

to receive remuneration for its use. As an exception to

the scope of personal use) are obliged to pay collective

the general rule, the copyrights to a work created by an

administration fees up to 3% of the sales value of

employee or contractor are transferred to the employer

those devices and carriers. The fees are payable to

or ordering party, as long as the creation of the work

organisations, which distribute them for the benefit of

was covered by the employment/civil contract (this

authors in general.

exception is even wider for computer software, where

Neighbouring Rights are a priori protected in the same

the employer or ordering party becomes primarily

way as copyrights, and subject to certain modifications

the holder of the copyright from the moment it is

resulting from their specific nature. For example, artistic

established).

performances rights expire 50 years after they were

An author’s economic copyright normally expires 70

first was established or diffused.

years after his death, or, where copyright belongs
to another person, 70 years after the work was first
disseminated. Claims related to a violation of copyrights
correspond to those of industrial property rights.

12.4 Unfair competition

Additionally, the copyright holder can demand that the
infringer publishes an apology; the amount of lump-

The Paris Convention for the Protection of Industrial

sum compensation is equal to double (or triple if the

Property of 1883 considers protection against unfair

infringement is faulty) the remuneration due for the

competition as a part of the industrial property.

exploitation of the copyrights.

Undertakings are protected against various acts

One important exception to the general rule that

of unfair competition, such as: infringements of a

an author enjoys the exclusive right to use his work

commercial name or goods and services designations,

and to profit from it is the freedom of anybody to

the misuse of confidential information, commercial

exploit, for personal use, a work that has already

defamation, unlawful advertising (including

been disseminated free of charge. However, it must

unauthorised comparative advertising), copying of

be stressed that the definition of “personal use” is

product labelling or creating barriers to access to the

very narrow (and that it is further reduced concerning

market (such as imposing dumping prices etc.).
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The claims related to committing acts of unfair
competition correspond to those of industrial property
rights and copyrights, with the exception for claiming
damages (no lump-sum compensation provided) and
injunction in order to preserve the evidence and obtain
relevant information.
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13.1 The employment
relationship

In addition, the Labour Code provides for fixed-term

13.1.1 Key employment
legislation

13.1.3 Employment contract

The key act governing individual and collective

employer and the employee must express their mutual

relationships between employers and employees is the

consent.

Labour Code dated 26 June 1974.

An employment contract should be prepared in writing

The Labour Code, together with certain related

and must contain the following information: (a) names of

regulations and a range of other legislation, forms the

the parties, (b) type of contract, (c) date of conclusion

basis of Polish employment law.

and (d) terms of employment and remuneration. In

contracts securing cover for the justifiable absence of
an employee.

To establish an employment relationship, both the

particular, it should specify:

13.1.2 Establishing an
employment relationship
Polish law sets out several methods for establishing an

Q the

type of work to be performed under a given

contract
Q the

place where it will be performed

Q the

remuneration for work, together with an indication

of its components

employment relationship. Employment contracts are

Q the

full-time/part-time status

most frequently used.

Q the

date on which the work is to begin.

The Labour Code distinguishes the following basic

Where no written employment contract has been

types of employment contracts:

drafted, the employer must confirm to the employee,

Q for

a trial period

in writing and not later than on the day of commencing

Q for

a fixed term

work, the following terms:

Q for

the duration of a specific task

Q the

parties to the contract

an unlimited period.

Q the

type of contract

Q the

conditions of employment and remuneration.

Q for
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In addition, the employer must communicate to
the employee, in writing, the basic conditions of

Q non-competition

agreements binding the parties

following the end of employment.

employment. This must be provided within seven days

The first of these is concluded for as long as the

of concluding the employment contract, and following

employee is employed. Depending on the terms of the

any change thereto.

agreement, such an arrangement can either be paid or
unpaid.

13.1.4 Remuneration

The second must always be paid. The minimum
payment that can be agreed in consideration of
the arrangement not to compete is 25% of the

The amount of remuneration to which the employee

remuneration received by the employee during

is entitled should be agreed between the employer

the period preceding the end of the employment

and the employee directly, in compliance with the

relationship, corresponding in length to the period of

remuneration by-laws of the employer.

the non-competition obligation.

It should be emphasised that remuneration is subject to
special protection under the Labour Code. Therefore,
the employee cannot waive his right to remuneration or

13.1.6 Work time

transfer the right to remuneration to any other person.
Work time cannot exceed eight hours per day, or an

13.1.5 Non-competition
agreement

average of 40 hours in a five-day working week over a
reference period. Weekly work time, including overtime,
cannot exceed an average of 48 hours over the course
of the established reference period.

The Labour Code allows contracts restricting the

The Labour Code provides for various methods of

employee’s ability to directly or indirectly engage in any

organising work time. It is possible to be flexible to

business competitive with the employer’s business.

meet the needs of the employer (e.g. work only at

Such a contract must be executed in writing.

weekends, work up to 12 hours a day, work in three

The Labour Code distinguishes:

shifts, taking a long break, etc.).

Q non-competition

Work undertaken outside standard work time counts

agreements concluded for the

duration of an employment contract and

as overtime. Under the Labour Code, employees
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are entitled to a supplement of 100% or 50% of their

The Labour Code sets out detailed rules for calculating

remuneration in respect of overtime worked, in addition

the amount of leave applicable.

to their normal remuneration. Obviously the employer
is free to apply terms that are more favourable to the
employee. The Labour Code also provides that the

13.1.8 Health and safety at work

employer may grant employee an equivalent period
of leave for time worked as overtime. Where this is

Employers are obliged to ensure safe and hygienic

the case, the employee is not entitled to additional

working conditions, and to check and duly document

remuneration for the overtime worked.

them.

The Labour Code specifically regulates work

The Labour Code and other relevant legislation

undertaken at night and on Sundays or public holidays.

regulate in detail the employer’s duties connected
with health and safety at work. In particular, the labour

13.1.7 Leave
The Labour Code distinguishes the following types of
leave to which employees are entitled:
Q annual

leave

Q unpaid

leave

Q maternity
Q child

leave

care leave.

law provisions provide special protection for pregnant
employees, minors and disabled employees.

13.1.9 Internal employment
regulations
The organisation of work and the terms of remunerating
employees must be specified in internal employment

Each employee is entitled to uninterrupted paid annual

regulations consisting of:

leave.

Q employment

The amount of leave depends on the employee’s length

Q remuneration

of service as follows:

Q social

Q 20

Any employer with at least 20 employees is obliged to

days – if the employee has been employed for less

than 10 years
Q 26

days – if the employee has been employed for 10

years or more.

by-laws
by-laws

benefit fund by-laws.

establish such by-laws.
These issues may be regulated further by collective
work agreements, and other agreements concluded as
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a result of negotiations between employers and trade

The Labour Code sets out the following methods for

unions.

terminating the employment contract:

It should be emphasised that collective agreements

Q mutual

and by-laws may not determine employees’ rights and

Q statement

obligations in such a way that they are less favourable
than those provided by the Labour Code.
The additional benefits concerning conditions of

agreement of the parties
by one of the parties, observing a notice

period – “termination with notice”
Q statement

by one of the parties, without observing a

notice period – “termination without notice”

employment and remuneration may be also granted by

Q the

expiry of the period for which it was concluded

social packages negotiated between the employer or

Q the

completion of the task for which it was

future employer and the trade unions. Social packages

concluded.

govern the rights and obligations of employees and

Where an agreement is terminated by mutual consent,

the employer, and frequently contain guarantees with

the parties will settle all issues connected with

regard to employment.

termination between themselves.
Termination of the employment contract with notice is
the basic and most common method of termination.

13.2 Termination of
employment
13.2.1 Termination of an
individual employment
relationship

The notice period depends on the type of agreement
and the employee’s length of service.
Employment contracts may be terminated without
notice (a) due to the fault of the employee, e.g. where
the employee substantially fails to perform his basic
duties or where the employee, through his own fault,
loses the qualifications required to perform the work,
and (b) in certain cases defined by the Labour Code,
where the employee is not at fault, e.g. due to the longterm absence due to the illness of the employee.

The employment relationship may cease as a result of:

It should be emphasised that an employee whose

the expiry of the employment contract (e.g. upon the

employment contract is terminated, either with or without

employee’s death or in other defined circumstances)

notice, has the right of appeal to the Labour Court. If the

the termination of the employment contract.

court determines that the termination of the agreement
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to a severance pay of one, two or three months’ gross

either re-instatement at work or compensation.

remuneration, depending on their length of service with
the employer.

13.2.2 Collective dismissals

The guaranteed minimum severance pay is the lower
of the severance pay by length of service, as set out
above, and an amount 15 times the minimum wage.

The rules for making collective dismissals are outlined

Employers may not pay less than the guaranteed

in the Act on Specific Conditions for Terminating

minimum, but can pay more at their discretion.

Employees’ Employment for Reasons not Attributable
to Employees of 13 March 2003, which applies to
employers employing at least 20 employees.
A collective dismissal takes place where, within a

13.3 Works councils

period of 30 days and for reasons not attributable
to the employees, the employment relationship is

The Act on Information and Consultation of Employees

terminated with at least:

of 7 April 2006 requires employers to appoint a works

Q 10

council. This council plays a role in consultation and

employees, where the employer employs fewer

than 100 employees
Q 10%

of employees, where the employer employs at

least 100 but no more than 300 employees
Q 30

communicating information.
The terms of the act apply to employers employing at
least 50 employees.

employees, where the employer employs 300 or

more employees.
An employer making collective dismissals must
follow the procedure provided by the act, part of

13.4 Trade unions

which involves negotiations with trade unions, or
consultations with employee representatives where

The establishment and operation of trade unions is

trade unions are not present in the workplace. The aim

regulated by the Trade Union Act of 31 May 2001. This

of these is to define rules for making redundancies.

act guarantees trade unions the right to act both in

On the termination of the employment relationship as

individual and collective employment issues and, in

part of a collective dismissal, employees are entitled

particular, to:
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Q express

an opinion on individual cases where an

employment contract is terminated
Q approve

the workplace, remuneration and social

benefit fund by-laws
Q conduct

negotiations on the terms of social

packages, collective agreements
Q conduct

negotiations on the terms of collective

dismissals, collective grievances as well as
represent employees transferred to another employer.

13.5 Act on Mitigating
the Impact of the
Economic Crisis
on Employees and
Companies
The Act on Mitigating the Impact of the Economic
Crisis provides new possibilities to employers faced
with financial difficulties, and modifies temporarily the
provisions of the Polish Labour Law. In particular, the
act allows the period for settling working time to be
prolonged up to 12 months, allows individual working
hours to be introduced so that work started before the
end of the 24-hour work cycle will not constitute work in
overtime hours, and provides specific rules concerning

the use of the employment contract for a specified
period that will apply until 31 December 2011.
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14.1 Jurisdiction
14.1.1 Competence of Polish
courts

competence of Polish court is accordingly excluded for
overseas real estate.

14.1.2 Polish civil court system

Polish courts are competent to hear and examine the
cases submitted to them according to the provisions

The Polish court system is comprised of district courts

of EU law (Council Regulation (EC) No 44/2001 of 22

¸:ǃK9LQVUV^`¹YLNPVUHSJV\Y[Z¸:ǃK6RYǇNV^`¹

December 2000 on jurisdiction and the recognition

JV\Y[ZVMHWWLHS¸:ǃK(WLSHJ`QU`¹HUK[OL:\WYLTL

and enforcement of judgments in civil and commercial

*V\Y[¸:ǃK5HQ^`ǏZa`¹(KPZ[YPJ[JV\Y[PZWYLZ\TLK

matters) multilateral international conventions (i.e.

to be the court of first instance, though some cases are

the Lugano Convention of 16 September 1988 on

brought in the first instance directly before a regional

jurisdiction and the enforcement of judgments in

court. Namely:

civil and commercial matters), bilateral international

Q where

conventions and, in the absence of any external law
sources, where it is provided in the Polish Code of Civil

the value of the claims exceeds PLN 75,000 in

civil matters, or PLN 100,000 in commercial matters
Q where

protection of intellectual and industrial property

Procedure. The parties to the contractual relationship

rights or against the acts of unfair competition is

are free to designate Polish courts as competent

sought

to settle their disputes, if it is stated in writing (a
jurisdiction clause).

Q where

it is aimed to abrogate or invalidate a resolution

of a corporate body.

As a general rule, Polish courts have jurisdiction in

In district and regional courts there are specialised

accordance with the principle of actor sequitur forum

departments dealing with commercial, labour and

rei (where the defendant is based in Poland), when the

social insurance, as well as family law disputes. Certain

defendant has property in Poland, when the dispute

designated commercial departments in district courts

emerged in Poland or an obligation should have been

deal with insolvency proceedings, whereas others

performed or was performed in Poland. In addition, the

maintain the companies register within the National

exclusive jurisdiction of the Polish courts is provided

Court Register (“2YHQV^`9LQLZ[Y:ǃKV^`”) system. The

for disputes relating to real estate in Poland, and the

chosen civil district courts maintain the land register.
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14.1.3 Decisions, judgements
and means of appeal
The court issues decisions (in general in the course

Q the

value of a claim has to exceed PLN 50,000 in civil

matters and PLN 75,000 in commercial matters (with
certain exceptions i.e. in cases on the protection of
competition).

of the proceedings dealing with incidental matters) or

The Supreme Court might refuse to examine the

judgments (settling the disputes). All judgments can

cassation complaint if it estimates that the case does

be appealed against, and certain final judgments of

not present a significant legal problem or does not

the court of second instance can be challenged with

refer to an ambiguous legal issue that requires an

a cassation complaint. Decisions, on the other hand,

interpretation from the Supreme Court.

can only be appealed against if they terminate the

As a result of an appeal (or a cassation complaint) the

proceedings or where provided by law. An appeal

court may:

against a district court is filed with a regional court,

Q dismiss

whereas an appeal against a regional court is filed
with a court of appeal (within 14 days from the day of
delivering the judgment with its reasons – in writing at
the request of one of the parties – or within 21 days

an appeal (a cassation complaint) and uphold

the judgment
Q set

aside the judgment and revert the case for re-

examination
Q modify

the judgement, where the evidence

from the public communication of the judgment where

proceedings does not have to be entirely or largely

the reasons were not asked for within seven days from

repeated (court of second instance only, though the

this communication).

Supreme Court might exceptionally set aside the

There is an exceptional type of a remedy at law against

judgment if the breach of material law is imminent and

a final and binding judgment of the court of second

settle the dispute).

instance – a cassation complaint – which is filed with

There are also other types of exceptional remedies at

the Supreme Court within two months from the delivery

law against a final and binding judgment such as: (a) a

of that judgment with its reasons. However, it can only

motion for a resumption of completed proceedings and

be submitted under the following conditions:

(b) a motion for a declaration of the unlawfulness of a

Q a

final judgment.

cassation complaint is based on an incorrect

application or interpretation of the law (the Supreme
Court does not examine the facts)
Q the

assistance of an attorney ad litem is obligatory
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14.2 Evidence
Evidence is required to substantiate facts important

14.3 Civil proceedings
– general principles

for the settlement of the dispute. As a general rule,
the burden of proof lies on the party who attributes

Polish civil proceedings are governed by several

legal consequences to the fact claimed. However,

fundamental principles such as: equal rights of parties

exceptionally, the judge can admit evidence not

to the proceedings, objective truth (subject to the

requested by the parties. The Code of Civil Procedure

principle of inter partes), direct examination of evidence

does not limit the range of means of evidence, but

by the judge, oral and public hearings, concentration of

provides for the most commonly used evidence, such as:

evidence.

Q official

Procedural writs (including law suits) are filed with the

(legal) or private documents (as a general

rule, original documents should be submitted, but

court and then delivered to the other party by the judge

it is a common practice to provide copies or copies

by post. The parties may be represented by attorneys

certified by an attorney of the documents, and to

ad litem (advocate, legal counsel, patent attorney

provide with originals upon the adversary’s demand)

in industrial property cases only), the permanent

Q witness
Q expert

testimony

opinion (a private expert opinion presented

mandatory of a party (if the case falls within the scope
of a mandate), or an employee of a legal entity under

by a party is not considered as evidence, but it is

a specific power of attorney. They may also represent

considered only as a party’s statement it is, however,

themselves. Where both parties are represented by

common to produce private expert opinions in order

attorneys ad litem, the procedural writs can be sent

to enforce claims)

directly themselves.

Q the

inspection of an object important for the

settlement of a dispute
Q statements

of parties, where certain facts are still

unsettled by other means of evidence.

Court fees are usually calculated on the basis of the
value of the claim (5% of the value), but in some cases
the amount of the court fees is fixed by law. The
claimant, who bears the fees of the proceedings, can

In addition, the judge may order anyone in possession

be exempted by the court from this obligation if he

of a document that may serve as evidence to file this

can prove that he has insufficient funds to pay them.

document with the court.

However, if a claimant fails in his claims, he remains
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obliged to reimburse the other party for the expenses

interest in the settlement of the dispute in favour of

related to the proceedings (i.e. remuneration of a

one of the parties. A transfer of the object of litigation

professional attorney ad litem, within the limits set out

in the course of the proceedings has no suspensive

in the Ministry of Justice regulation).

effect (the acquirer may, however, succeed a party in

Before the first hearing, the defendant may reply to

the proceedings with the other party’s consent). The

a statement of claim (in complex or clearance cases

defendant can file the counterclaims or set off claims.

the judge may oblige the defendant to make such a

The court can render a partial judgment if only certain

reply). If the defendant fails to appear at the trial (or

claims are ready to be settled beforehand, and than

appears but does not participate) and does not lodge a

a final judgment concerning the remaining claims.

motion to hear the case in his absence, the court might

The court can render a preliminary ruling (judgment

consider the facts claimed by the claimant as true

on merits) and than decide on the amount due. The

(provided that they do not raise any doubts) and can

judgment can be accompanied by an immediate

render a judgment in default. At the parties’ consent,

enforcement clause, at the party’s demand, if the

the judge can suspend the proceedings and appoint

protection of its rights requires so (the judgment by

a mediator, before whom the parties may execute a

default is always immediately enforceable).

court settlement agreement (mediation is confidential).
Even before filing a law suit, a party may demand
conciliatory proceedings, which is facultative in cases
where the dispute can be settled by a settlement (these
pre-litigation proceedings hardly ever succeed, but the
demands are frequently formulated as they interrupt the
limitation period of the claims).
Apart from the parties (claimants and defendants)

14.4 Commercial
proceedings
– main differences

other participants, such as the main and subsidiary

Commercial proceedings are obligatory for disputes

intervener, may act in the proceedings. A main

between companies resulting from their professional

intervener files a law suit against both parties to the

activity. Moreover, it is applied to disputes concerning

proceedings if he raises claims as to the object of their

the relations between partners and shareholders of

litigation. A subsidiary intervener, on the other hand,

partnerships and commercial companies, as well

can enter the ongoing proceedings if he has a legal

as claims against the members of their governing
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bodies, on an infringement of environmental law by a

raised or produced in introductive pleadings can only

company, resulting from competition law, energy law,

be raised later if the party proves that the need to

telecommunication law, postal law and rail transport

raise or produce them appeared afterwards, but not

law, as well as proceedings against companies aimed
at ruling the provisions of standard contracts as illicit.
As in civil proceedings, commercial disputes are
heard by professional judges. There are no separate
commercial courts, but there are special departments
in district and regional courts.
The main differences between civil proceedings
in commercial matters and the “ordinary” civil

later than within 14 days from that moment
Q the

claimant is bound to attach to the statement of

claim a summons or a cease and desist letter with
which the defendant did not comply
Q counterclaims

are inadmissible, whereas set-

off claims are authorised as long as they are
documented
Q the

court should aim at settling the dispute within

proceedings are listed hereunder:

three months (in practice this period is not observed,

Q irregularities

especially in complex cases) and may issue a ruling

in pleadings (including statements of

claim) are not asked by the judge to be remedied, but

on a non-public hearing if the case is ready for

are sent back to the party and are of no legal force

settlement upon exchange of a statement of claim

Q parties

represented by a professional attorney ad

litem, are bound to deliver pleadings themselves
directly
Q the

judge orders a closed session at a party’s

demand, if a business secret might be revealed in
course of the proceedings
Q the

claimant is bound to include all statements

and a reply thereto, provided that none of the parties
requested a public hearing
Q the

judgment of a court of first instance on pecuniary

claims or exchangeable movables has force of
a security warrant feasible without endorsing an
enforcement formula
Q two

years after the judgment becomes final and

and to produce all evidence when submitting the

binding, a motion to resume completed proceedings

statement of claim, of will not be able to produce

is not admissible (unless the party was deprived of

such evidence during the proceedings the defendant

the right to act in the proceedings or was unduly

is obliged to reply to a statement of claim within two

represented).

weeks from receiving it (or a judgment by default will
be issued), which must include all counterevidence
and counterstatements. Statements or evidence not

Litigation
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14.5 Accelerated
and simplified
procedures

procedure can be applied both in “ordinary” civil
proceedings and in civil proceedings in commercial
matters. The claimant is obliged to pay only ¼ of the
due court fees, where the outstanding ¾ are paid by
the defendant filing his plea.

The Code of Civil Procedure provides for four

Once the criteria are met, the court issues an order

accelerated and simplified proceedings:

of payment and delivers it to the both parties (the

Q proceedings

defendant is also delivered with the statement of claim),

Q reminder

by order of payment

proceedings

urging the latter to satisfy the claims completely or

Q electronic

reminder proceedings and

make a plea within two weeks. The order of payment

Q simplified

proceedings.

has the force of a security warrant feasible without
endorsing an enforcement formula (and the order of

14.5.1 Proceedings by an order
of payment

payment rendered on the basis of a bill of exchange,
cheque, warehouse warrant and letter of indemnity
becomes immediately enforceable once the claims are
not satisfied within the time limit set).

This procedure is applied only at the demand of the

The rules of civil proceedings in commercial matters

claimant if pursuing pecuniary claims or claims on

concerning counterclaims and set off claims, as well

other exchangeable movables, where the claims

as pertaining to the submission of arguments and

are corroborated official (legal) documents, a bill

producing of evidence, apply T\[H[PZT\[HUKPZ. If the

accepted by a debtor or summons with a debtor’s

plea is filed properly, the judge fixes a date for the

written statement acknowledgement of a debt, or a

hearing and allows the claimant to reply to the plea.

summons accepted by the debtor but returned by a

Nonetheless, the order of payment is not invalidated,

bank due to insufficient resources on a bank account.

so its feasibility or enforceability can be exceptionally

An order of payment may be also rendered against

suspended at the defendant’s request. On the contrary,

a party obliged on the grounds of a bill of exchange,

if the defendant fails to file a plea, or files it ineffectively,

cheque, warehouse warrant and letter of indemnity

the order of payment has the effect of a final and

if these documents are filled in correctly and their

binding judgment. In the judgment rendered afterwards,

authenticity or content do not raise any doubts. This

the order of payment may be maintained in force or
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reversed, partially or entirely, and the court adjudicates
on the claim.

14.5.2 Reminder proceedings

14.5.3 Electronic reminder
proceedings
This procedure is a specific type of reminder
proceedings in which the claimant is obliged to submit
all of pleadings by electronic means (in particular

;OPZWYVJLK\YLPZHWWSPLKI`[OLJV\Y[L_VMÄJPVPMH

through an Internet platform manged by the Court).

claimant pursues a pecuniary claim. It is, however,

These proceedings are optional, and appropriate

forbidden to render an order of payment if a claim is

for pecuniary claims which could be subject to the

manifestly unfounded or raises doubts, the facts raised

reminder proceedins as in point 14.5.2 above. The

in the law suit are doubtful, a satisfaction of a claim

claimant is obliged to indicate the evidence in the

depends on a reciprocal performance of the defendant’s

statement of the claim, but is not obliged to submit

obligation, the defendant’s place of temporary residence in

it. The defendant is entitled to submit pleadings via

Poland is unknown or if he does not reside in Poland. This

electronic means or according to the general rules of

procedure applies not only to “ordinary” civil proceedings,

Polish civil procedure. An objection against a payment

but equally to civil proceedings in commercial issues, with

order does not require justification or evidence, but

all resulting consequences. In response to a payment

should mention any claims that must be presented

order issued and delivered by the court along with the law

before the defendant becomes involved in a dispute

suit, the defendant should satisfy the claims completely

on the merits of the case, or the defendant will lose

or make an objection within two weeks from receiving

the right to pursue such claims later. If the objection

the payment order. If the objection is made correctly, the

is made correctly, the payment order is abrogated by

WH`TLU[VYKLYPZHIYVNH[LKI`SH^HUK[OLQ\KNLÄ_LZ

law, and the Court transfers the case to the relevant

a hearing. The proceedings are then conducted on a

Court. The relevant Court will order the claimant to

general, civil or commercial basis. However, if no objection

complete the statement of the claim according to the

was made, or was made ineffectively, the payment order

requirements of the relevant proceedings. However,

OHZ[OLLMMLJ[VMHÄUHSHUKIPUKPUNQ\KNTLU[

if no objection was made, or was made ineffectively,
the payment order has the effect of a final and binding
judgment
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14.5.4 Simplified proceedings

longer than 14 days). These proceedings are ex parte
and the obliged party is informed that the measure

These proceedings are required to settle minor cases

was taken once the claimant proceeds on securing

where the dispute arouse from a contract and the value

of its claim (this decision might however be appealed

of the claim does not exceed PLN 10,000, or refers to

against).

the payment of rent irrespective of the amount due.

The Polish Code of Civil Procedure and other laws

As the aim of these proceedings is simplification and

provide for various forms of injunction depending on

acceleration, many rules of the general proceedings

the nature of the claims:

are limited or excluded. Procedural writs are filled in

Q for

pecuniary claims (inadmissible against the State

specimen forms. Expert opinions are not admissible.

Treasury) – i.e. seizure of movables, resources in a

If, however, the court considers that the case is

bank account or receivable debts, garnishment of

complicated, the general rules of civil or commercial

salary or wages, setting up a compulsory mortgage

proceedings will be applied. No cassation complaint is
admissible.

etc.
Q for

non-pecuniary claims – i.e. temporary fixation of

the rights and obligations of the parties for the time
of proceedings, prohibition on the sale of objects or

14.6 Injunction

rights that form the object of the proceedings etc.
The obliged party may demand the modification or
annulment of the injunction at any time if the reason for

Proceedings to secure claims are admissible in every

granting it has disappeared or changed. In addition, the

civil and commercial case, as well as in cases where

injunction expires if:

a court or arbitration is competent. They are granted

Q the

at the request of a party or another participant to
the proceedings, as long as its claim is shown to be
probable and that the non-issuance of an injunction will

obliged party pays the amount claimed into a

deposit account of the court
Q the

law suit or the motion is finally returned, rejected

or dismissed

hinder or prevent the enforcement of a future judgment.

Q the

The protection may be given in the course of the

Q within

proceedings are declared discontinued
one month after the judgment granting the

proceedings or even before (if before, the court sets a

claims becomes final and binding (in order to enable

time limit in which proceedings must be initiated, not

to the claimant to proceed on enforcement).
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If an injunction expired without a final judgment

debtor by the bailiff along with the acts of enforcement

granting the claims, the obliged party can pursue the

taken. There are various ways of enforcing pecuniary

claimant for indemnity for any damage suffered.

claims (seizure and sale of movables and immovables,
garnishment of salary or wages, seizure of resources
on a bank account or receivable debts, receivership,

14.7 Enforcement
of judgments

sale of the commercial establishment), as well as of
non-pecuniary claims. The district court might be
assigned to give orders and instructions if necessary
for the proper conduct of the proceedings. As a general
rule, the creditor has to cover the bailiff’s expenses, but

Cases on the enforcement of judgments fall within the

the fee for enforcing pecuniary claims is charged to the

jurisdiction of district courts and court enforcement

debtor.

officers (“bailiffs”). The acts of enforcement are
undertaken by bailiffs under enforcement titles.
Enforcement titles are: a final and binding judgment,
a judgment immediately enforceable, judicial,
mediation or arbitration settlements, arbitration
awards, uncontested payment orders, submission
to enforcement in the form of a notarial deed, as
well as judgments, court settlements and authentic
instruments on uncontested claims certified with an
European Enforcement Order.
An order for the execution of the enforcement is

14.8 Recognition and
enforcement of
foreign judgments
and arbitration
awards

delivered upon a motion for indorsing the order, filed

The procedure on recognition or enforcement varies

with the district court (the order should be issued within

depending on the country of origin (judgments that are

three days, but in practice this time limit is not strictly

not enforceable are submitted to recognition).

observed). These incidental proceedings are ex parte.
The enforcement of the judgment is initiated at the
creditor’s demand, which is communicated to the

Litigation
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14.8.1 Foreign judgments

RECOGNITION – OTHER = FOREIGN JUDGMENTS
(UNLESS PROVIDED OTHERWISE IN THE

RECOGNITION – EUROPEAN COMMUNITY

INTERNATIONAL CONVENTION POLAND IS

MEMBER STATES JUDGMENTS

A PARTY TO)

A judgment rendered or other judicial decision

A judgment is recognised by a Polish regional court

(such as on injunctions) issued in a member state is

in accordance with the principle of reciprocity, at the

recognised by the Polish regional court without any

party’s demand, on the condition that the case was

special procedure being required. A judgment will

admissible for the recourse to law (according to Polish

not be recognised if recognition would be manifestly

law), judgment is final and binding in the country

contrary to the Polish public policy and a rule of

of origin, the case does not belong (according to

law, where it was given in default of appearance, if

Polish law or under an international convention) to the

the defendant was not served with the document

exclusive jurisdiction of Polish or a foreign country’s

that instituted the proceedings or with an equivalent

court, as well as if the judgment was rendered in

document in sufficient time and in such a way as

accordance with fundamental principles of civil

to enable him to arrange for his defence, unless

proceedings. The proceedings on recognition are inter

the defendant failed to commence proceedings to

partes.

challenge the judgment when it was possible for him
to do so, if it is irreconcilable with a judgment given

ENFORCEMENT – JUDGMENTS FROM EUROPEAN

in a dispute between the same parties in Poland or

COMMUNITY MEMBER STATES

if it is irreconcilable with an earlier judgment given in

A judgment issued in a member state and enforceable

another member state or in a third state involving the

in that state will be enforced in Poland if, at the request

same cause of action and between the same parties,

of a party, it is declared enforceable in that other

provided that the earlier judgment meets the conditions

member state. As far as the enforcement of judgments,

necessary for its recognition in Poland.

court settlements and authentic instruments

Under no circumstances can a foreign member state

on uncontested claims certified as a European

judgment be reviewed by the Polish court on its

Enforcement Order are concerned, see 14.7 above.

substance.
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ENFORCEMENT – OTHER FOREIGN JUDGMENTS

contrary to Polish public policy and the rule of law.

(UNLESS PROVIDED OTHERWISE IN THE

As for arbitration awards issued outside Poland,

INTERNATIONAL CONVENTION POLAND IS

the law provides for additional conditions related to

A PARTY TO)

the regularity of arbitration clause and proceedings

Judgments rendered by a foreign court will be

before arbitration. Poland has ratified the Convention

declared enforceable by the Polish district court at

New York of 7 June 1959 on the Recognition and

the party’s request if the judgment is enforceable in

Enforcement of Foreign Arbitral Awards.

the country of origin, the case was admissible for
the recourse to law (according to Polish law), the
judgment is final and binding in the country of origin,
the case does not belong (according to Polish law or
under an international convention) to the exclusive
jurisdiction of the Polish or foreign country’s court,
and if the judgment was rendered in accordance with
fundamental principles of modern civil proceedings.
The proceedings on enforcement are inter partes.

14.8.2 Arbitration awards
Every arbitration award, whether Polish-based,
institutional or ad hoc, arbitration court or foreign
(international) arbitration tribunal, has the power
of a court judgment if it is recognised or declared
enforceable by the Polish regional court. The court
refuses to recognise or to declare its enforceability
if the subject matter was not apt for settlement by
arbitration under the Polish law or if the recognition
or enforcement of the award would have been
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)`4HY[PU6_SL`

THE CREATION OF MODERN INFRASTRUCTURE

)YP[PZO7VSPZO*OHTILYVM*VTTLYJL*,6

Over the next five years Poland will spend up to
€100 billion on modernising public utilities, transport

After holding its head above water last year, Poland

infrastructure and economic development frameworks.

remains one of Europe’s fast growing economies

This creates massive opportunity for civil engineering

in Europe. As global economies emerge from the

projects.

downturn, Poland continues to show robust growth as
it continues on its trajectory of modernisation towards

AN INNOVATION BASED ECONOMY

a fully developed market economy. It is this that makes

The shift towards an innovation-based economy

Poland such an attractive business destination.

is essential to Poland’s sustainable growth. Over
the centuries the country has contributed to global

ATTRACTIVE CONSUMER MARKET IN EARLY

technological advancement. With its highly skilled

STAGE OF DEVELOPMENT

population and solid education system, Poland has

Poland is a market of 38 million people, with the most

great potential to build on its heritage here.

affluent consumers clustered in nine easy-to-target
agglomerations. There is an expectation for quality

PEOPLE

and a “catch up” with western European and North

Modern Poland is characterised by its dynamic

American market norms. This anticipates massive

and determined people. This essential ingredient

potential as retail structures are established and the

has underpinned a number of very successful

underlying economy develops.

investments in the country to date. The ability to
harness the country’s skills and build on investment in

AN EU ENTRY POINT - MANUFACTURING AND

manufacturing is an opportunity not to be missed.

LOGISTICS
With its prime central position in mainland Europe,

Rich in potential, Poland’s short term growth will

Poland is a recognised manufacturing and distribution

be predicated by a continuing surge in consumer

platform for CEE markets and indeed the entire EU. The

demand, inflows of EU funding and the infrastructure

country offers significant potential as global companies

deadline set by EURO 2012. Already the sixth-largest

- in particular those from the world’s fastest-growing

retail market in Europe, Poland can only grow as its

economies - seek access to EU markets.

infrastructure approaches established market norms.
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As the new economic map of Europe is redrawn,

Talk to us about how we can promote your

Poland will undoubtedly play a key role.

business:
www.bpcc.org.pl

ABOUT THE BRITISH POLISH CHAMBER OF

info@bpcc.org.pl

COMMERCE (BPCC)

+48 (0)22 320 01 00

The BPCC is an independent, not-for-profit
organisation, which assists in the development of
British-Polish business links. It currently has members
from 11 countries, as well as Poland and the UK. In
that, the BPCC prides itself as the premier international
business body active in Poland.
Our mission is to serve members’ interests by
promoting and facilitating business, trade and
cultural relations in and between Poland and the
United Kingdom through the provision of top-quality
information, know-how, services and events, and by
working with government and related bodies in Poland
and the UK.
Join us for:
Q First

class networking and business events

Q Access

to key commercial and government decision

makers
Q Innovative
Q Support

business development opportunities

for importers and exporters

Q Professional
Q Up

media and marketing promotions

to the minute economic and business information

Q Unrivalled

reach across the UK and Poland
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Foreign investors
are coming to Poland
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The Polish Information and Foreign Investment

products and services abroad by organising marketing

Agency (PAIiIZ) has been servicing investors for 17

campaigns, conferences, investment seminars,

years. Its mission is to create a positive image of Poland

exhibitions, workshops, trade missions as well study

in the world and increase the inflow of foreign direct

tours for foreign journalists.

investment by encouraging international companies

Polish Information and Foreign Investment Agency

to invest in Poland. All of the Agency activities are

is the best source of knowledge, not only for foreign

supported by the Regional Investor Assistance Centres.

entrepreneurs but also for domestic companies.

Thanks to training and ongoing support by the Agency,

On the website www.paiz.gov.pl you can find all the

the Centres provide complex professional services for

necessary information concerning key facts about

investors at voivodship level.

Poland, the Polish economy, legal regulations in
Poland and all detailed information which could be

If you are considering an investment in Poland,

useful for any company wanting to set up a business

we will support you by:

in Poland. The Agency also manages the Polish

Q offering

export promotional portal www.exporter.gov.pl, which

assistance in finding a convenient investment

location

enables Polish exporters and foreign customers to

Q locating

business partners and suppliers

access freely, up-to-date and easily available economic

Q offering

advice on obtaining investment incentives

information regarding Polish and foreign markets. It

Q providing

advice at every stage of the investment

process.

also helps Polish entrepreneurs in establishing business
contacts with foreign partners.
Contact us to learn more about how your company can

For those who want to trade with Poland, we

profit from the unique business potential of Poland.

offer:
Q assistance
Q a

in finding the best business contacts

comprehensive database of potential contractors

Q quick

access to information on the Polish economy

Q facilitation

of contacts with Polish trade organisations.

Contact details:
Polish Information and Foreign Investment Agency
Foreign Investment Department
ul. Bagatela 12, 00-585 Warsaw (Poland)
tel. (+48) 22 334 98 75, fax (+48) 22 334 99 99

Agency’s mission is also to create a positive image

e-mail: invest@paiz.gov.pl or post@paiz.gov.pl

of Poland across the world, to promote Polish

www.paiz.gov.pl
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